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4-H Team
Wins At
Mid-South
The Kentucky 4-H Dairy Judging Team
won championship honors at the Mid-South
Fair in Memphis, Tenn.
The members included Debra Tucker,
daughter of James and Bette Tucker of
Kirksey, and Danna Shipley, daughter of
Dan and Mary Shipley of Rt. 5, Murray.
Other members of the Kentucky Team
were Jan Sanford and Diane Busse11 from
Mercer County.
The Kentucky Team compiled quite a
record that included high team in Jerseys,
Guernseys, and second high team in
Holsteins and Ayrshires. All the Kentucky
Team members were among the top ten
high individuals.
The Kentucky Team competed against
other states that included Mississippi,
Tennessee, Arkansas, and Missouri.
The Calloway County youth were
members of the local team that was
second high team in Kentucky.

The Murray-Calloway County Area
Vocational Education Center will hold an
Open House at the school on Monday
evening, September 29, 1975 between the
hours of 7:15 and 9:15 p. m.
Parents of Calloway County High School
and Murray High School students who are
attending the Vocational Center are invited to attend and observe the building
and facilities and visit with their student's
teacher. The general public is also cordially invited to attend.

One Injured In
Accident Wednesday
The driver of a car involved in a one-car
accident Wednesday was treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for injuries received in the incident, according to hospital officials.
Murray City Police said a car driven by
Johnny K. Green, University Station, went
out of control and struck a utility pole at
Seventh and Olive Streets about six p. m.
Wednesday.
Green was treated for abrasions to the
,chest and elbow, according to hospital
officials.

The 1975 Murray High School
Homecoming Queen will be announced
from a field of three candidatesTirior to thi,
kick-off of the Murray High-Fulton City •
football game at Holland Stadium Friday
night.
Candidates vying for tte honor are
Linda Ransom, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Ransom; Elizabeth Whitmer,
daughter of Mrs. Leonard Whitrner, and
Allison Holt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Holt.
The Tigers will be looking for their first
win of the season when they face the

AMERICAN ISSUES FORUM—Students of Mrs. Ruth Howard's French classes at Murray High School will present the
American Issues Forum tonight from six to seven p.m. on Murray State University Cable 11 television. The program is
coordinated by the Calloway County Public Library and othercivic and educational groups. The students will discuss
The french Influence in America," in the national topic of a "Nation of Nations." Sponsored in Kentucky by the state
Bicentennial Commission and the Department of Library-and Archives, the•4oeuris is.organired aroottefiRtiniZtrionih
calendar of issues. The local programs will vary in the way they are presented; they will air the third Thursday of each
month. Murray High students participating in the program are Catina Beasley, Paul Clayton, Steve Hancock, Lynda Perrin,
Bruce Clayton, Debbie Cunningham, Jeff Dunn, Tarplev Jones, Sally Mataraitzo, Cheryl Milam, Huong Mguyen and John
Hart.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Expectant Parents
Classes Scheduled ,
The Red Cross Expectant Parents
classes will be offered by the' Department
of Nursing at Murray State University.
Faculty members Linda Clark, Rita
Fleming and Faye Hodge will conduct the
classes. Classes will begin on October 14,
1975 in room 206 of the Nursing Building
from 7:00-9:00 p. m.
Topics to be discussed will include
prenatal care, childbirth, and infant care,
including films, and a hospital tour.
The course is open to both husband and
wife. There will be no charge for the
course. The course covers 12 hours and
will meet two hours per night for six
consecutive Tuesday nights.
Persons interested in enroiling in the
course should contact the Department of
Nursing, Murray State University at 7622193.

Civic Music Drive A
Success, Board Told
"The most successful membership drive
ever conducted" was the news learned by
the board of directors of the Murray Civic
Music Association at a breakfast meeting
held this morning at 7:30 at the Triangle
Inn. With the highest budget the
association has ever had, $12,500, the
monies received insure the membership
that they will bear four Major attractions
during the 1975-76 season The Dubrovnik
Festival Orchestra, Sunday, November
16; Paul and Taka Kling, violin and harp
duo in January; P.D.Q. Bach, Saturday,
February 28; and the Royal Tahitian
Dance Company, Sunday, March 14.
Another successful portion of the
membership drive was the new Patrons'
Program, which was extremely gratifying
to the Board and to Mrs. A. C. LaFollette

Audubon-Film-Lecture Series
To Return To MSU October 1
Greg McMillan will present a film and
lecture entitled "The Living Jungle" at
Murray State University Wednesday
evening, Oct. 1, as the first of a series of
five programs sponsored by the National
Audubon Society during the year.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the University
School auditorium, the lecture-film
sponsored by the Department of Biological
Sciences is open to the public at no admission charge.
A full-length color motion picture (approximately 90 minutes), the Audubon
Wildlife Film is a study of the life styles of
the various wildlife inhabitants of Barro
Colorado Island on Lake Gatun in the
Panama Canal Zone.
Filmed by Robert Hermes over a period
of 10 years, 'The Living Jungle" tells a
story of survival and death and of eon-

tinuation and growth on the tropical island
film, has become known as an articulate
that serves as a wildlife sanctuary free
and enthusiastic speaker. He grew up in
from the hazards of tourism while being
the Shandon Hills of Central California in a
used as a research center by the
family which has made respect, concern
Smithsonian Institute.
and love for nature a part of life. He is
Within the density of the jungle lives an
married to Linda Powell, an animal
incredible variety of life forms shown in
ecologist who has also been an Audubon
the film: black howlers and spider
naturalist. monkeys, agouti, tamandua and paca, the
Dates, speakers and topics for other
basilisk lizard that runs on water, and the
upcoming film-lectures during the year
complementary horde of insects.
are:
A yard-long telephoto lens is used to film.
—Thursday, Nov. 6, I975—Thomas a.
species that live high above in what is -Sterling, "Twentieth Century Wilderoften called the "jungle canopy." These
ness."
high dwellers, such as jeweled birds,
—Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1976—Eben McMillan, "Yosemite—An Ecological Visit."
honey creepers and masked tanagers, are
studied, enjoyed and left undisturbed by
—Wednesday, Feb. 11, 1976—Charles T.
this filming technique. .
Hotchkiss, "Exploring Big Bend."
McMillan, who spent six weeks on Barro
--Tuesday, March 2, I976—Bower. E
Colorado Island preparing to present the 'Rudrud, "Treasure of East Africa."

who was instrumental in effecting the
program. In order to place all patrons'
names on the programs ofkthe first attraction, anyone interested in becoming a
patron is asked to send his check to Mrs.
Douglas Abbott, 410 North 7th Street by
Saturday, September 27. Patron
categories include gifts of $10 to $49 as
-iiitittins"; $50 to $89 "sustatiffing
patrons"; $100 or more, "benefactors."
Each category is above the price of the
membership tickets themselves.
The members of the board of directors of
the Murray Civic Music Association
present at this morning's meeting were:
Richard Farrell, president; Mrs. Jack
Winter, chairman; Dr. Jack, Winter,
program chairman; Mrs. Douglas Abbott,
membership secretary; Mrs. Carole
Hahn, publicity; Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mrs.
James Hart, Paul Shahan, Dr. Jim Kline,
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Dr. Joe Prince and
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette.
All members of the Murray Civic Music
Association are entitled to attend the
Paducah and Martin, Tennessee series.
The -Paducah series offers the Broadway
musical, "1776," Saturday, October 11;
Scotland on Parade, Thursday, October
16; Stecher and Horowitz, duo-pianists,
Tuesday, January 27; and Sun-Soctits Lee,
young Korean soprano, Thursday, March
4.

Study Underway
On Skinny Fish
State biologists have begun a three-year
study to find out why commercial
fishermen arepulling skinny catfish from
Kentucky Lake.
Dr. Morgan Sisk, a fish biologist at
Murray State, said Wednesday that
fishermen are catching an increasing
number of "chuckleheads" — catfish that
w,eigh only about two pounds but have
heads big enough for a five-pound fish.
"It's a little premature to say what is
causing it, but the lake is certainly below
its earlier productivity," Sisk said. "We'll
be looking at industrial waste."
He said industrial sites upstream may
be dumping something into the lake that is
affecting the food chain of the catfish.

Fulton Bulldogs Friday. Murray High has
posted an 0-3 mark so far this year while
Fulton is 1-2 Last year Murray ripped the
Bulldogs 42-6.
The Murray High School Band will
perform at the pregame and halftime
festivities of the Homecoming game
Friday, with the kickoff set for 8p. m.
During the day Friday, class displays
will be set up on the lawn of the higb school
for judging. A pep rally has been
scheduled at the high school for Friday
afternoon, immediately after school.
Following the game,a dance will be held
at the High School.

Calloway And Farmington
FFA's To Receive Awards
The _Callaway ...001111LY_ _High _School
chptérof ruture Farmers of -America
and the Farmington FFA Chapter are
among 111 FFA chapters from across the
nation that will receive the "Silver Emblem" award at the National FFA convention in Kansas City Nov. 11-14, 1975.
Chapters earn the award for their activities in 11 areas of chapter involvement
prescribed by the National FFA
Organization. To be eligible for the
National Chapter Award, FFA chapters
submit an application listing their chapter's performance in the following 11
areas: supervised agricultural experience
programs; cooperative buying, sdlling and
assistance to members; community
service; leadership development; sound
programs of earnings, savings, and investments; proper conduct of meetings;
scholarship; recreation; public relations;
State and National activities, and Alumni
relations.

Trailer Damaged
By Fire Wednesday
Fourteen members and three units of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
answered a call to the trailer of Steve
Harper on Roberts Road off Highway 94
East Wednesday night around' 7':35 p.m.
The fire, believed to have started around
the stove, caused extensive damage to the
kitchen area and considerable smoke
damage was reported to the rest of the
trailer. Harper and his wife and child were
out of the trailer when the fire started and
the alarm was turned in by a neighbor,
Mildred Dugger. After extinguishing the
fire with booster lines the units returned to
the firehouse around 8:30.

Chopper To
Be Returned
To Louisiana
BENTON, Ky.(AP) — Phillip Chopper,
recognized two months ago as leader of the
Ku Klux Klan in Kentucky, was to be returned by Louisiana authorities today or
Friday to Baton Rouge_
He said Wednesday his Klan days are
over.
In Baton Rouge,„ Chopper will face
charges of forgery, theft and possession of
stolen property.
Chopper waived extradition Wednesday,
agreeing to return "because 1 want to find
out what this is all about."

The
lientaart tam_ itifiget-liEftl--AY--'•.L.
the State FFA Association. Top State
applications are then submitted for
National evaluation. Each of the 49 State
FFA Associations is permitted to enter two
applications or 10 per cent of the applications of chapters earning a superior
rating in state competition. Judging the
applications at the National level is done
under the supervision of agricultural
specialists reKesenting the U. S. Office of
Education.
In addition to the silver emblem
presentations, 123 chapters will receive
the "Gold Emblem" award and 75
chapters will be presented the "Bronze
Emblem" award.

A civil suit has been filed in Callowa
Circuit Court charging a local used car
dealer with altering an odometer on a ca:
sold in Illinois.
The • suit; brought by the Attorney
General's office of Kentucky, alleges that
G. T. Brandon, of Brandon Brothers Used
Cars here, bought a car from the Curry
Corp. of New York, with 57,009 miles
showing. The suit further alleges that the
car was later sold to Hanely Dawson
Cadillac of Chicago with 36,931 miles
showing.
In the suit, filed this week in the Circuit
Court Clerk's office, the plaintiff says that
Brandon explained the discrepancy
because the odometer was broken and
replaced with a different one.
No date has been set for a hearing on the
matter, which would come before Circuit
Judge James Lassiter.
The suit asks for a hiatus of busine‘s
activity by Brandon until an answer Is
filed to the suit, and for relief and at'
torney's fees for the plaintiff.
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Murray Civitans
To Visit Princeton
Three Murray Civitans will ma the
Princeton Civitan Club and participate in
the observance of the clubs twentieth
Charter Night, Monday evening, September 29, 1975. Assisting in this annual
event will be Coffield Vance, governor
elect of Kentucky Civitans; J. H. Nix,
Kentucky Civitan membership choir-man,
and Wayne M. Williams, chairman of
Kentucky Civitans awards committee.
The Princeton Civitan Club is well
known for its Black Patch Golf Tourney
and Festival and other projects from
which funds are derived t fo finance
selected needs in their community.
The guest speaker for the Princeton
Civitans will be Mrs. Dolly MOutt, mayor
of. Paducah.
. ._
FROM waoutt FILM—the tamandua.or collared anteater, iv a tree-dwelling creature which moves
about clumsily
when on the groy und.its mouth has approximately the same diameter as a penal, and it feeds largely on bees, ants and
termites. One inhabitant of the American Tropics, it was filmed for the Audubon Wildlife Film The living Jungle, to be
presented by Greg McMillan.

Clearing and 'Cool
Clearing and cool today, high near 60.
Fair and cooler tonight, low in the upper
40s. Sunny but continued cool Friday.

1
atscussing plans for the annual lions Club Radio Auction to be heard over
BS and W4AW October 21, 22, and 23 are committee members from the Lions
Club. Shown, left to right, front row, are David Walker, Terry Goodwin, Col. John
Thompson, back row, Richard Jones, Tommy Shirley, vice-, resident, and lames
Lawson. Persons having items to donate for the auction m.., call Shirley at '733E1635.
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Friday, Se
rents
Progressive Homemakers
Murray
t. meet at
Club will meet at seven p.m.' Witho t P
• e of Mary
eig
Bro. David Fortner will speak Ja
d, Stadium View
at Bethany Missionary Baptist Drive.
Mission at seven p.m.
Shopping for Hazel Senior
Murray Sub-District United Citizens to Murray and Bel Air
'Methodist Youth Fellowship Center will be at 9:30 a. m. Call
will meet with Martin's Chapel 753-0929 between 8:30-9:00 a. m.
and Good Shepherd Churches at Friday or on Thursday.
seven p.m.
Mid-America Horse Show will
Southwest Elementary PTC be held at the New Providence
will meet at seven p.m. at the Riding Club.
school with Willard Ails as
speaker.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will have a picnic at the
Zeta Department, Murray Murray Tennis Center at four
Woman's Club will have a salad p.m. For information call Jean
Fleming 753-0224.
supper at the club house.
Executive Committee of
Wranglers Riding Club will Church Women United will
hold its monthly business meet at the home of Mrs. Alfred
meeting at the club grounds at Lindsey, 203 North 8th Street, at
7:30 p. m.
ten a.m.

Mrs. ID
Callowa
Departn
meeting
Club helc
18, at se
Hazel Co
"Worn:
theme c
Mowery,

Saturday, September 27
Freed-Hardeman Associates
Benefit Dinner will be held at
the North Calloway Elementary
School at 5:30 p.m. with cost
being $3.50 per person.
Gospel singing featuring
Century Singers will be at
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene, Kirksey, at 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open luncheon meeting at noon
at the club house.
Yard sale for Durward's
Chapel Pentecostal Church will
be at the American Legion Hall
starting at seven a.m.
Sunday, September 28
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. (Bill
Lawrence will have a reception
for their golden wedding anniversary at the Hazel Community Center from two to five
P.111.

Somethings Cooking at Littletons!

Come See our line of
Chinese Cookware

Dr. Anti Mrs. Josiah Darnall

Benefit Dinner Planned
For Freed-Hardeman
A benefit dinner will be held
Saturday evening, September
27 at
North
Calloway
Elementary School, North 16th
Street Extended, for FreedHardeman College.

Willard Ails, president of the
Associates at 753-2226. All interested persons are cordially
invited to attend. Tickets are
tax deductible If a check is
made to Freed-Hardeman
The event will be sponsored College.
by the Calloway County FreedHardeman Associates, a group
of ladies working to assist this
liberal arts Christian College
Septemker_11_47.5 _
Ioatedisrliencteraon,-.
OFS I36
—
The meal will be served from
5:00 to 5:30 p.m. with the NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
program beginning at 6:00 p.m.
Baby Boy Archer (mother
Cost of tickets is $3.50 per
Mary O.), Rt. 1-Bx 93, Mayfield.
person.
DISMISSALS
The after dinner speaker will
Miss Cheryl Sheridan, Rt. 1,
be E. Claude Gardner, Palmersville, Tn., Mrs. Cora M.
president of Freed-Hardeman Smith, Rt. 8, Benton, Garry W.
College. Dr. Gardner will be in Tabers, Rt. 2, Murray, Oliver
Murray as the speaker for a W. Long, Rt. 1, Syrnsonia, Mrs.
weekend meeting being held at Juanita Spiceland, Rt. 4-Bx 570,
the Seventh and Poplar Church Murray, Master James M.
Waala, Rt. 6-Bx 213A, Paris,
of Christ.
Tn., Master Bradley A. Orr, Rt.
Entertaininent will
be 7-Bx 115,
Murray, Samuel A.
provided by Dr. and Mrs. Josiah
Scott, P. O. Bx 5074 Hart Hall,
Darnall. Dr. Darnall is a
MSU, Mrs. Joye E. Mills, Rt. 6professor in the Music
Bx, 262, Murray, Mrs. Karen A.
Department at Murray State
Bean, 306
University..Mrs.. Darnall wai Earl Lee, Woocllawn, Murray,
Rt:6-Bx 161, Murray,
previously the Calloway County
Mrs. Georgia E. Bailey, Rt. 2,
High School Choral instructn,
Murray, Donald Crawford, Bx
the Darnalls will present la 21, Lynn
Grove, Mrs. Lola E.
program of various types of
Allen, Puryear, Tn., Herbert
music.
Rtunfelt, 504 Vine, Murray,
Tickets are still available for Mrs. Reba Henson, 102 N. 6th.,
this event and may be pur- Murray, Mrs. Phelma A. White,
chased by contacting Mrs. Rt. 3, Clinton.
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Mrs. Mowery Speaks
At Hazel Club Meet
Mrs. Daphene MoWery of the
Calloway County
Health
Department spoke at the
meeting of the Hazel Woman's
Club held Thursday, September
18, at seven p.m. at the new
Hazel Community Center.
"Woman's Health" was the
theme of the talk by Mrs.
Mowery, registered nurse. She

Refreshments were served to
the fifteen members and three
guests by the hostesses, Mrs.
Joe Thompson and Mrs. Butterworth.
The three guests were Mrs.
Mowery, Mrs. James Ronald
Latimer, and Mrs. Helen
Johnson. Other members
present, not previously mentioned, were Mesdames Gerald
Ray, Tommy Paschall, Bobby
Washer, Billy Dodd, Dale
Nance, Phil Liddle, Harold
Wilkinson, Tommy Story, and
Max Parks.

Mrs. Lenith Rogers Hostess For Meeting Suburban Homemakers

"Family Records"Book Discussed At
Calloway Genealogical Society Meet
The
County
Calloway
Genealogical Society met in the
home of Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield on Monday, September
8, at 1:30 p. m.
Mrs. Stubblefield, president,
distributed new yearbooks and
gave the treasurer's report. The
secretary, Mrs. Humphrey Key,
called the roll. Other members
present were: Mrs. Clifton Key,
Mrs. Price Doyle, Mrs. John J.
Livesay, Mrs. Wesley Waldrop,
Mrs. James Byrn, and Miss
Erin Montgomery.
A discussion was held on the

publication of another book of
Family Records. The group
decided there was not enough
material on hand at this time
for another book; however if
enough additional material is
obtained, a second book will be
published.
Any persons who do not have
their family records in the first
book and who will furnish them,
they will be included in the
second book. Each one should
give the names of heads of
families, in what state and
county born, dates of births,
deaths, and marriages, and
send the material to Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield, New
Concord.
The hostess served a party
plate and coffee.
The next meeting will be held
Monday, November 10, at 1:30
p. m. at the home of Mrs. Price
Doyle.

The Suburban Homemakers presiding.
met Monday, September 8 at
The devotion, taken from
seven p.m. in the home of Mrs. Luke 13:20-21, was given by
Lenith Rogers, with the Mrs. Max Farley. Mrs. Prentice
president Mrs. Holmes Dunn, Dunn read the minutes and
gave the treasurer's report.
The President announced that
Date Changed For
Area Day will be October 23
Homemakers' Lesson beginning at ten a.m. .at
University School Auditorium,
The training lesson for the with lunch in M.S.U. ballroom
at noon and the featured
Study of "One Dish Meals"
for
the various leaders of
the
Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs will be held Monday,
October 6, instead of Tuesday,
October 7, at ten a.m, at the
Calloway County Extension
Office, 209 Maple Street,
Murray.
All clubs who chose this
lesson for October should make
note of the change in dates, an
extension spokesman said.

speaker to be presented at one
p.m. The Suburban Club will
provide three hostesses for the
day.
•
Several members expressed
an interest in the Sew-a-thon to
be held October 10 in the J.C.
Civic Center in Paducah.
Mrs.
Prentice
Dunn
presented the lesson on "Indoor
Landscaping" and Mrs. Roy
Hancock gave the craft lesson

-net "Macrame Hangers For
Potted Plants."
Mrs. Rogers and MI's. Dunn
served refrestunents to the nine
members that were present.
Those not previously mentioned
were Mrs. Robert Hendon, Mrs.
Learon Mary, Mrs. Clyde
Miller and Mrs. Jack Wilson.
The next meeting will be
October 13 at 7:30 p.m. at a
place to be announced later.

Senior Citizens)
Mrs. Daphene Mowery
spoke concerning diabetes, pap
smear, family planning, and
breast cancer. Mrs. Mowery is
a graduate of Murray State
University.
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth,
president, presided and led the
group in repeating the Club
Collect. Mrs. Hughes Bennett
gave the devotion. Plans for the
open house and dedication of the
new community center on
,f,eptember 21 were discussed.
Committee chairmen appointed were Mrs. 'Charles
Knott, civic improvement
program;
Mrs.
Gerald
Gallimore, projects; Mrs.
Nancy Simpson, Care.

Persons Are Warned
About Sales
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A
consumer protection official
has warned Kentucky's older
citizens against "perpetrators
of fraud and deception who
seem to gravitate toward older
persons."
Robert Bullock, assistant
attorney general for consumer
protection, told the Institute for
Aging—a citizens' advisory
group—that deceptive door-todoor sale of hearing aids is of
"serious concern" in Kentucky.
Dr. R.O.C. Green a Bowling

By Abigail Van Buren
C

VS by CnIceito T ribbon-01 V Newry Sync! , Inc

DEAR ABBY: I love to grow plants. About a year ago,
someone gave me some marijuana seeds, and I planted
them. Well, they thrived and are really beautiful.
I have never smoked marijuana, and I don't plan to I
know it's against the law to grow it., but would like to know
what the fine would be if I were caught.
Please answer in your column for obvious reasons.
NO NAME IN CALIF.
DEAR NO NAME: Arthur Groman, a top-notch
California attorney, says that you would be charged with
"possessing marijuana," and the penalty would vary,
depending upon the quantity of marijuana found in your
possession.
He suggests you destroy the marijuana and plant
geraniums. And if you're wise, you'll take your cue about
what to grow from Groman.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has been dead for six years.
We had a wonderful marriage in every way. Our daughter,
now 16, misses her father almost as much as I do. She and I
have always had a very close and loving relationship.
About six months ago. I met Manny and we were
attracted to each other,immediately. He was at my home for
dinner one night last week. One thing led to another, and he
ended up spending the night in my bedroom. .
My daughter came home from a date and saw Manny
"spending the night" with me. She ran crying to ber <room
and locked herself in. A few days later, she told me she
"hated" Manny, and she's been very cool and distant to me
ever since.
Did she expect me to be loyal to her father forever?
Abby, I am 39 and only human. Should I break up with
Manny just to make my daughter happy?
ONLY HUMAN

Green physician and institute
member, is dismayed at the
larger number of elderly he
knows personally who "have
spent $400 to $600 on hearing
aids and have nothing now."
Bullock said that'Kentucky's
Consumer Advisory Council will
be holding public hearings on
proposed legislation which
would more closely regulate
hearing aid dealers.
Ten Kenjuelcians reportedly
have bought "miracle" vacuum
cleaner-air purifiers after being
told these machines help fight
cancer
and
respiratory
problems such as asthma.
Bullock said such "health
pitches" are common with high
pressure salesmen.
Another popular deception
used is that of furnace
repairmen. Such frauds,
Bullock indicated, go from
house to house, offering to clean
furnaces for a minimal price.
Once he gets to the furnace, the
imposter makes plenty of noise,
stirs up dust and then emerges
from the basement with a
broken pipe. One such
character talkid an ord,er
couple into buying a $1,200
furnace.
Bullock told the institute,
meeting for its September
session at the Ramada Inn,
Frankfort, that 93-95 per cent of
the complaints received by his
office are not fraud but merely
misunderstandings or
negligence.

DEAR EL MONTE: It'll make the column all right. And
It may even nitrite the mailbox on the corner obsolete.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly HAL Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
self•addres-sed, stamped (2011 envelope
_
.
- •

SIRMITS

CWU Board
Plans Meet
The Executive Committee of
Church Women United will
meet Friday, September 26, at
ten a.m. in the home of Mrs.
Alfred Lindsey, 203 North
Eighth Street.
Following the usual business
session, plans will be discussed
for the observance of World
Community Day on Friday,
November 7. The theme of the
program will be "One Community Under God."
CHEESE VARIETY
They say there's a cheese for
and every
every taste
pocketbook. It's a versatile
food, too, hot or cold, sliced,
grated, bite-size, or in sauces.
Cheese is an excellent source of
top-quality protein and all the
other important nutrients of
milk.

DEAR ONLY: Admittedly, we are all only human, but
when a daughter discovers her mother's feet of clay, mother
usually winds up as "mud."
I doubt if breaking up with Manny will make your
daughter "happy." In time, she may understand that
mothers have needs, too, but your lack of discretion netted
you (and Manny) some well-deserved criticism.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a retired mailman with a valuable tip
for your readers; If you have something important or
irreplaceable to mail, such as legal documents, pictures or
film to be developed, take it to the post office and mail it
INSIDE the building.
Why? Because in the summer, the inside of that corner
mailbox on the street can get as hot as 140 degrees, which
can foul up film In the winter, some those mailboxes leak
like sieves.
Years ago, when I was on collections, I'd bring mail in
from some corner boxes that was soaking wet and stuck
together —just one big glob The ink had run on the
envelopes, and some of the addresses weren't even legible
(Beware of the mailbox with the big, heavy lock hanging
in front. They are the worst offenders for getting mail wet!)
Another thing: Some juvenile delinquents will buy a
popsicle, sat. half of it and throw the rest into a mailbox, and
you know what a melted, sticky popsicle can do to the mail'
If my letter makes your column, just sign me...
EL MONTE READER

After fat has been used for
deep-fat frying, it should be
strained -- to remove crumbs
or other particles — and stored,
covered, in the refrigerator.

Bib 'n Tuck night-time
fashions are made of
crushproof, wrinkle-free
DuPont Antron•III nylon tricot.
Styled for today's young modern,
its easy fines are punctuated
with rows of vertical tucking on
the yoke. In Sundown
or Deb Blue.
Shift 5162, P-S-M-1, Only $11.
Coat 7162, P-S-M-I., only $16.
Long coot 7163, P-S-M-L,
only $20.
tong brushed gown 5363
(in acetate and
nylon tricot), P-S-M-1,
only 515.
Scuffs 062, S-M-1.-XL,
only $5.50.

; BRIGHT'S Coupon

Open Friday Nights til 8

SMITS

0
i

i

it

.
$150if 1 ic

ANY NEW WINTER COAT

i

IN' STOCK '68 8 ABOVE
i

IA

Fancy Footwear
Fashions From Nina 1

Coats fashion a warm
and wonderful autumn

Nina footwear fashions swing into fall

Thru Oct. 4th - Murray Store!

in real style. Caret —

A sensational way to top oft Your fall wardrobe is With a sensational new
coat from Bright's. Make your selection from 'our. wide collection of
leathers, suedes, fabrics and fake "fun-furs". Many coats are trimmed
with luxurious furs from all parts of the world — rabbit, opposum, raccoon, fox and lambs wool. Select from single or double breasted and
hooded with belted, wrap or hutton front. Junior and missy at 70.00 to
275.00

r above with leather uppers
on crepe sole is available in
ember, navy and khaki, 26.00

lees—
(above) with
braided leather
uppers in rust kid
at only 30.00

Pal

[

The Murray Ledger & Times

Walter L. Apperson, publisher

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,loc.

R. Gene McCuteneon,editor

Editorials and opinionated articles on that page are presented for
the purpose of proving •forum for the free excloinge of differing
opinions letters to Die editor as response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged.
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings/do the particular issue being duicissaed.
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Gatrott's Galley

Editorial

Newspapers
'Confirm'The News
11g

Every now and then, in the
political off-season, Dr. Gallup or
Mr. Harris issues a poll showing
that most people get their news
from television or radio rather
than the newspaper.
Now comes a survey by no less
an authority than the United
Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization which
gives a glimpse of a broader picture. While television and radio
outstrip newspapers in reporting
current happenings - spot news people still rely on the print
media, mainly newspapers, to
-confirm the news," says the
Reuter news agency.
That set us to thinking about our
profession and that oft-repeated
assertion of the pollsters. Without
taking anything away from the
speed and excellence of broadcast
journalism, radio and television
have limitations of their own.
You can test it for yourself.
-- Without being:obnoxious aboutit,
the next time someone tells you
about a news story that he heard
on radio or saw on television,
probe gently to see how much of
the story he really absorbed. Who
did it, or said it? What is his
position? Where did the event occur? When?
Chances are you'll get answers
like, "Well, I didn't catch that
part" or "I just caught the tail end
of the story" or "I was dusting the
furniture when the story came on,
and I didn't hear all of it."
The fact is that there are a good
many things you can't do with

radio and television news reports.
Here are some of them:
1. You have to tune in at their
scheduled time. They can't adjust
their schedule to your convenience.
2. The radio and television
reporters can't break through
your mementary lapses of attention. If your mind wanders
even for a moment, you can miss
something important.
3. You can't take a moment to
reflect on an especially important
or interesting story. The broadcasters are prisoners of time, and
if you stop to ponder the implications of a story, you'll miss
the next one, which may be
equally or more important to you.
4. Because of time limitations
again, you can't hope for more
than a bare skimming of the high
spots of most news stories.
5. You can't go back and hear
again a name you missed or a part
didn't understand.
6. You can't clip out a broadcast
report and put it in a scrapbook:
Oh, the historic broadcasts are
sometimes available on records.
But not your daughter's wedding.
We're not saying that radio and
television news isn't good or important or useful. It's all three,
and it has advantages, like speed,
that we can't hope to match.
We say only that people may not
get as much of their information
from broadcasters as they think.
And that for accuracy and solidity
of information most people still
rely on their newspaper.

Guest Editorial

Fluorocarbons
On Trial
It is difficult to muster any wild
enthusiasm over the impending
investigation to be conducted by
the Food and Drug Administration into the use of
fluorocarbons in aerosol spray
cans.
Remembering the fate that
befell cyclamates (unwarranted)
and DDT (also unwarranted) as a
result of similar checkups, we are
inclined to disbelieve the worth of
scare investigations.
The publicity from environmentalists has already tried
and convicted spray cans. It
would be strange indeed if the
FDA found in their favor.
After the great cyclamate ban,
intensive research was done by a
variety of groups and since then,
diabetics and obese persons who
benefitted from cylamates in diet
foods, (as a sugar substitute)
have filed class action suits to
have them returned to certain diet
drinks. To no avail, yet.

DDT was found to be a villain
since it might work its way into
the human system through
treated vegetation. Nobody yet
has died from DDT but people suffer from insect-carried diseases
in other countries and forests and
field crops here have been
devastated because of its ban.
Fluorocarbons have been implicated in various studies as a
possible threat to the ozone layer,
which filters out harmful rays of
the sun in the atmosphere, which
could cause skin cancer. If this is
confirmed by FDA hearings,
regulatory action will be imposed
concerning cans which dispense
products subject to the Federal
Food,Drug and Cosmetics Act.
Because of past experience,
some companies have already
begun to put hair sprays and
deodorants in spray dispensers
which do not employ the use of
fluorocarbons. Might as well.
-Amarillo (Tex.) Daily News

One Wreck After The Other
Has Been Buckinghams'Life
By M. C. Garrott
A few weeks ago, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Buckingham, who live next door to us on
Circararna observed the 50th anniversary
of their marriage. Despite a steady
downpour throughout the day, almost 200
of their friends came by the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Polly, in Canterbury
Gardens
to
extend
congratulations. Margaret and their son,
Buddy, had arranged the "open house" in
their honor.
You are richly blessed when you have
good neighbors, and we are richly blessed
with some of the best, including Mr. and
Mrs. Buck. Now that the excitement of
their Golden Anniversary has some-what
waned, I wandered over the other night to
talk with them about how it all started and
their life in the auto body repair business.
+++++
Mrs. Buckingham, or Louise, as virtually everyone in Murray knows her, is
one of nine children, five of whom are still
living. Her father, R. S.( Dick) Cowan cut
and sold timber and raised cattle in the
Sulphur Wells community of Henry
County, Tenn. "It's under Kentucky Lake
now," she said,"but you can go out on the
lake and still see the water from that
sulphur well bubbling up. Sulphur Wells
was a summer resort and people came
from miles around to use it one way or the
other."
- -Although hErfather ditherknovrhow to
"figure figures," he could walk around a
tree and tell you almost to the foot how
much lumber could be cut out of it. "I
started helping Win figure it on paper
when I was 12 years old," she said.
Mr. Buck's father was George William
Buckingham, a Henry County farmer and
the father of seven children. It didn't take
Mr. Buck long to find out that the farm was
no place for him,and when he was 16 years
old he "thought he had better get off of it."
He went to work assembling T Model
Fords at the Jones Motor Company in
Paris for $9 a week. His dad had a T Model.
It was the family's first car, and it came
"knocked down," in pieces and in boxes
He paid $650 for it and had to wait an entire
year to get it after placing his order. By
helping assemble his father's car, young
Ray had obtained some experience in the
work before going to Paris to work.

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Federal level
13.51.. Welter -Dee" Neddiestee(D)
3227 Mosso Beidiag
Wesillegtee, D. C. 20510
U. 5.51w. Weiniell N. fiord (It)
4121 Dirtsee Boadig
Weskiegtes, D. C. 20511
U.S. Rep. Carrell Moles* Jr.(0)
423 Canna Neese Office
Washington, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224-3121 when a U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice

State Level
sww Si. Ildtord Weisetiberget(D)
Seat* Capitel DA*.
fraultfort, Ry. 40401,
er
I.,!,?, litoyfield, Ky. 42016
Pets Rep. Reesietla C. lees(D)
Stele Capitol
fraellrfort, ky, 40401
or
201 S. 3rd St., Niamey,14.42071
State Rep. Lloyd C. Oopp(D)
Stets Capitol kg
fradifert, Ry. 40141
sr
P.O. I.. U.WU*,Ky. 4111311

1Let's Stay Well

Visiting The Sick
By F.J.I. Blassingame, M.D.
Approximately one in seven
-- Do not smoke
Americans will spend one or
— Do not bring food or licitxx
more days in a hospital this Year, for the patient.
and many will receive visits
— Be, cheerful. Avoid confrom friends and relatives.
troversial; maders, and do.not
Visitors present problems for discuss business or personal
the hospital and its patients problenis except in emergencies.
Visiting hours usually are estab— Talk softly III persons are
lished and enforced, and often sensitive to noise.
Children under 12 years of age
— Leave he room when
are not jallowed admission physicians and nurses check the
because0 of noise and the patient. Medical examinations
possibility of infection
are pnvate matters
To try to make the most of a
— Be thoughful. Is there an erhospital visit, the American Fins- rand, a call, or chore you can do
pital
offers these for the patient'
suggestions to visitors of the sick , — AVoid 'frequent telephone
— Keep visits brief, 20 minutes calls to the patient. Try a card or
or less
brief note A little humor will
— Limit visitors, usually no help by way of an appropriate
niore than two at a time. More clipping or cartoon.
visitors may tire the patient..
. — If you have a sore throat or
— Do nrit sit on the bed
some Other communicable. dis-

ease, stay away from those who
are ill. Their resistance to infection may be lowered by illness or
medications.
Mr. E. N. asks if Parkinsons
disease is curable.
, I
A Parkinsorusn 15 not curable
at this stage of our knowledge.
but in recent years considerable
relief for the associated tremor
has been obtained with the use of
L-dopa. Howeverthis drutedoes
Inot give much relief to the
muscular,tightness. L-dopa must
be taken under the direction of a.
physician because the Anse' is
variable and side effects
(nausea, vomiting, and dimness)
may be troublesome when the
medicine is started. L-dopa LS
sometimes combined with other

Football Net met
for meet4n9 Press

In 1924, Mr. Buck used the first spray
gun ever seen in these parts to paint a car.
Fcr919r1bliCj
Until then auto painting had been done
with a brush, and "people came from
branch
[Nye,
Bullet.
miles around to watch me use it," he
vest
recalled proudly. "The lady who owned the
car we painted lived at Hollow Rock
Junction. That's now Bruceton."
+++++
About that time, he met Mrs. Buck, who
was keeping books in the repair shop of the
Hudson-Essex dealer in Paris. They
9otitruiVIr for
"courted" for aboura year before being
Law) for
Treading Water
married in the home of a Brother Spalding,
who happened to be the county judge as
(and Oil Spills)
--t441^9
Wing
well as a Baptist preacher. "I guess that
sort of tied the knot twice as tight," be
said with a characteristic puff on his cigar.
Kneepads for
The Buckinghams remained in Paris
Descend i n9
until 1928 when they went to Detroit
AnNane steps
because "we were starving to death," as
Mr. Buck puts it. "I was working 10 hours
a day, seven days a week for $9." He
Track shoes Coqquickly found a job in Detroit with the
Campai9n
Graham-Paige auto company and made
$24 the first day. "That was the biggest
_
thrill lever had in my life," he said with a
Copley News Service
laugh."I had never seen so much money!"
NELL-P4'E55ED PRESIDENT
His job was putting bumpers on cars
moving along an assembly line. "I put one
on every three minutes," he said.
Two years later, with the nation
wallowing in the depths of the depression,
they moved back to Paris where Mr. Buck
By The Associated Press
went to work with the highway department
Today
is
Thursday,
Sept.
the 26th turned the court-martial conviction of
25,
before getting back in the auto body repair
day of 1975. There are 97 days left in the former Army Lieutenant William
business in 1935.
Galley
year.
for the My Lai murders in Vietnam,
++++
Today's highlight in history:
because of what the judge called
They came to Murray in 1936 with Mr.
On
this date in 1789, the first U. S. uorestrainted news coverage.
Buck going to work for the Porter
Congress, meeting in New York, adopted
Today's birthdays: Prime Minster Eric
Chevrolet Company, later to become
12 amendments to the Constitution. Ten of Williams of Trinidad and Tobago
Holcomb Chevrolet,and Mrs. Buck went to
is 64
the amendments became the Bill of years old. Former baseball
work as a saleslady at Littleton's.
star Phil
Rights.
Rizzuto is 56.
In 1940, Mr. Buck went to work at Camp
On this date—
Tyson, the barrage balloon camp at Paris.
Thought for today: Your old men shall
In 1513, the Spanish explorer, Balboa, dream dreams, your young men shall see
He was there for two years before coming
crossed the Isthmus of Panama and visions - the Bible.
back to Murray and going into the auto
discovered the Pacific Ocean.
body repair business for himself.
Bicentennial footnote: Two-hundred
In 1555, the Peace of Augsburg in Ger- years ago today, the American
The building where they are located
many granted Lutherans the same rights Revolutionary War hero, Ethan Allen,
today in the same business at the corner of
as Catholics.
was captured by the British and Indians as
Sycamore and South 9th Street was built in
In 1890, Yosemite National Park in he led an attack on Montreal.
1945. The day they opened, 14 cars were
California was established by an Act of
waiting to be painted, the first belonging to
Congress.
Sid Boggess, a local poultryman. Mrs.
In 1926, the Ford Motor Company made
Buck has kept the books from the day they
history when it established an eight-hour
-0Pened.
-•
work day and a five-day work week.
- "When we opened we were paying 69
The Lord is my shepherd; I
In 1955, U. S. Army troops armed with
cents a pint for auto paint," she recalled.
rifles and bayonets escorted nine black shall not want. Pslam 23:1.
"Today it costs $4.30 a pint. We were
You and God can be good
paying $1.90 for 50 sheets of sandpaper. children into Central High School in Little
Rock, Arkansas.
Today, we pay $8.42 for the same number
friends;
then even in the Valley of
In 1973, the three-man crew of the U. S.
of sheets. And, only a year ago, were
the
shadow
of death, you will fear
space
laboratory, Skylab two, made a safe
paying $55 or $1 a gallon for a 55-gallon
no
evil.
splashdown
in
the
Pacific
record
after
a
59
drum of paint thinner. Today, that same
days in orbit around the earth.
drum costs us $185. So, M. C., be careful!
Ten years ago: King Hussein of Jordan
Don't wreck your car."
W. L.( Dub) Polly, Margaret's husband, and Palestinian geurrilla leaders agreed
on a cease-fire to end fighting in Jordan.
has been their partner in the .body shop
A system providing women home
One year ago: A Federal judge oversince he came out of military service in
economics agents to work in the rural
1945. He was the first man drafted into the
areas of Turkey, eventually enough for
Navy from Calloway County. After one
most of the country's 83 provinces, is the
brief leave at home was gone for four
result of a year-long visit to that country
years.
Capt. james Perkins, charter member of
by Murray State's Miss Ruby Simpson.
+A.+++
the Murray Kiwanis Club, presented the
Two Calloway County men, Jackie
When the conversetion switched to
program, a preview of the ROTC Summer Geurin and
Bonnell Key, are enrolled at
houses, Mr. Buck recalled that the first
Camp, at the regular meeting of the Bethel College,
Hopkinsville, for the fall
house in which they lived in Paris they
Kiwanis Club.
semester.
rented for $7.50 a month. Later, they found
Lochie Bell Christopher is taking
The Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles took
one, fully furnished, for $12.50 a month. graduate work at the University of Kencomplete charge of a rain marred
"And when we moved to Murray, we
tucky where she was granted a scholar- situation last
night to beat visiting Murray
thought we were ruined when we had to
ship.
State Thoroughbreds 20 to 7 in a football
pay $18 a month for one room with an
Deaths reported included Mrs. Nancy game.
outside entrance," he said.
Miller and Mrs. Miram D. White.
Col.(U. S. A. Ret.) and Mrs. Wayne M.
The Buckinghams work just about as
the Murray High School Tigers beat the Pickels of San
Antonio, Texas, have moved
hard today as they ever did, although Mr. Fulton Bulldogs in a football game last
to Murray to make their home. Mrs
Buck has begun to hire someone to mow
night. Steve Doran went over for four Pickels is the
former Miss Hallie Cochran,
his yard when it's unusually hot. Other- touchdowns,
daughter of Joel Cochran of near coldwise, he does it himself, and he's getting
Mrs. Harlan Hodges presented a special water.
plenty of exercise chasing his two greatprogram on Poetry at the MurrayShowing at the Varsity Theatre is "The
grandchildren, Eric and Heather. They
Calloway County Library.
House of Bamboo" with Robert Stack
belong^to thePollys' daughter, Sheila, and
her husband, Jerry Grogan, who have
recently moved back 'to Murray from
Springfield, Tenn.
They have two othey grandchildren, sons
The Murray Ledger ft Times is published
of Buddy and his wife, Betty. They are
carriers. 52 25 per month payable in advance
Mark, a freshman at Murray State, and every after noon except Sundays. July 4 Chris • II By moll in Calloway County and to Benton Hor
mos
Day
New
Year
s Day arid Thanksgiving by
don Mayfield Sedoloo and Farmington Ky and
David, a law, student in Louisville.
Murray Newipapers Inc
103 N alth St
Paris Buchanan and Purysor Tenn S12 50 c‘,
+++++
.,
Murray. Ky 42071
year By mail to other destinations $77 50
-We have had a pretty good life
Second Class Postage Paid cit Murray. Ky
year
together," Mrs. Buck said with a laugh 42071
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press
from her big easy chair in front of the TV.
Association and Southern
Newspaper
SUBSCRIPT/ON RATES in nreos served by
- Especially when you think it has been one
Publishers Association
wreck after another."

Today In History

Thought

20 Years Ago

10 Years Ago

The Murray Ledger & Times

Understanding Mental Health
BLASINGAME

Autism

medications to obtain maximum
benefits.
Q: Mr. H. A. wants to know if
the average person may have
several cancers which are
fought off during a lifetime and
never ' grow to a dangerous
stage.
A: Experimental evidence
shows that body immune
defense kills off a number of
cancers before they grow to do
iharm. Such early tumors never
become apparent au clinical disease. The person who develops a
cancer is immune-deficient in
some way When a person has an
organ transplant, such as a
kidney, and is given onmunodepressive drug's, the
chance of that person developing
a c neer is much greater

0,,

a health t !dawn 14uto the.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration ----U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
One of the most tragic, and
sometimes most mysterious.
forms of mental illness in
children is infantile autism.
Autistic children live in a
lonely world into which they have withdrawn for some unknown reasdn. As babies, they
look
their
into
seldom
mothers' eyes. They never
reach out to be picked tip.
and
By the age of 2. they may
have withdrawn completely
from the world, ignoring the
people around them in favor
of the teddy bears or dolls
which they have hccorne :ffr

tached. They become enraged
and screarn in the smativmt departure froni, routine. Some
must wear Protective headgear, like football helmets. to
prevent them from injuring
their heads through repeatedly hanging them against
walls. a frequent occurrence
in many autistic children.
• But the victims of autism
often display flashes of intelligence. Some can memolize
long, complicated stories with
flawless accuracy. Many (rive
perfect pitch.
Psychiatrists differ widely
in their views on tr cause

of autism. Beal cures have
been rare. But parents and
friends of those who suffer
Arom the disease have one
common goal: to find the
driswers to the cause or causes
and treatment of autism.
A national voluntary organization dedicated entirely to
the education and welfare of
all Children with severe disorders of communication and
behavior such as infantile autism. childhood schizophenia.
and other child psychoses is
the National Society for Autistic Children.
•
With chapters in communities throughout the country.

-

NSAC includes in its goats
the task of making everyone
in their communities :IN IIC
of the affliction '.mnd of
v
need tor supporting researstt .
and education in the drise
for answers to the ninny que.
ttons about the disease.
The National Institute- of
Mental Health. part of HEWs.
Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and
Mental Health Administration, is suPporting research al
both a fundamental and clinical nature into this puzzling .
problem to learn more about .
how to help children widli
the affliction and *hat canyes'- it.
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Let's Eat Out This Week!
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The Lamplighter
Restaurant
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Leisurely dining on American and Continental
foods... soft music playing over a candlelit room
with your favorite companion... my, my, what a
delightful experience! Such a delightful experience
is yours when you dine in-the-country at the Lamplighter Restaurant. Colorful tablecloths, linen
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napkins in a colorful Mediterranean motif adds to
an evening you won't forget. And, your dinner is
complete - served with relish trays, bean soup
and homemade breads. Take a moment extra drive out in-the-country to the Lamplighter
Restaurant and meet Betty and Bill Elkins.

Open: Thurs., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8

Lamplighter Restaurant
489-2740

The Hungry Bear

ikoaciax‘
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00

!t•I ti
.
.

—hriamallaltS11AY Chinese Own Seel. Eq4 fee Ilve4, sweet aativeladi„ —
_Asked Has, HMI: halide faked lateen& lialidaipeRlidiAllbileilik,-Cat-_Pa. SAIURRIII Mexico tacheladas awl laces, Syles Itsik..1111111M: teat
Bee, as les. Chicken Breast Roll-ups EVERYDAY Seanish Omelets. AI Ibsen
served will Relit* Tray Bean Soup and Horne Made Bread with every Dinner!
Bony and Bill

Pancake & Barbeque House

Fine Italian Foods
Luncheon and dinner service.

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

Delicious Omelets

Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners

Ham & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

1409 Main St. 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Private dining rooms by ros•rvotion.

Old Favorites
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
•

Mich•lob on top

PHONE 642-6113

e is The
Stack

GRECIAN STEAK
HOUSE

Les

odvonce
nton or
Ky and
12 50 per
,27 50 per

"
For the

:16

Finest
in Steak & Seafood

641 North
'
We

•Fish *Seafood *Steak elobster •Chicken

icky Press.
twspoper

,Try Our New Rib-Eye Steak
Sold by The Ounce Cut To Your Order

753-4419

Now Feature An Open
Salad Bar.

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks-Seafood-t bicken-Sandwiches
Hamburger-Tenderloin-Fish-Chuckwagon

Hwy.641 North Open 11 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 4p m Sat & Sun. 753-4141

MEI/

Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
Friday Special
All the Catfish with
All the Trimmings.

•

Cooked Just the Way You Like Them

!s pm?.
vcrvon,
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QUEER

Lubie & Reba's
Super Burger
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Yes We Can Really Please
507 N. 12th

753-6025

Chestnut St.

Phone 753-8488 -

All you
can eat

q49

Rudy's Restaurant
Court Square

753-1632
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Racers To Open League
Campaign Against Tech

A's Finally Pin Down Pennant
With 13-2 Victory Over Cubs

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Guess what? The Oakland A's
won a pennant.
Normally that wouldn't be
news — but it is now that
against they've I-many secured the
kicking game wasn't too good. year of eligibility. But at this will begin at 7:30 p. m.
By MIKE BRANDON
week
"Last
our
to
time
he's
graduate
planning
Editor
he
that
said
was
Furgerson
really
Sports
say
to
Times
like
off American League West.
&
their
I'd
Ledger
But
'
Youngstown, they had
The A's, who usually nail this
How do you spell relief?
people are good athletes and in the spring and he's really not pleased with the defensiff week. They fumbled 10 times
thing
down earlier, took an
had
Tech
NO PRESSURE. Sorry for all they will be valuable assets to sure yet about next year," effort given by the Racers.
them.
of
and lost six
Furgerson added.
"We're used to seeing fourth more total yardage than agonizingly long time before
you folks with acid indigestion. the program.
In the game with Western quarter rallies. The defense did Youngstown. So I expect them collecting their latest flag with
Now that Murray State has
"There was a lot of pressure
did
Roy
who
in
Carolina,
game
quarterback Mike its part in the last quarter. to be playing well this week a 13-2 victory over the Chicago
kids
a
finally lost
on our freshman
White Sox Wednesday night.
Stewart Stadium, the pressure the punting. Our team is a very Hobbie fired the ball 38 times, 21 Excluding the last series, against us."
The defending World Chamof the winning streak is gone. emotional team. Everyone was times it was caught and picked because the clock ran out with
Furgerson said Tech has a pions had the .opportunity to
the ball in their possession,
And that, according to Coach super fired-up for Western up a total of 211 yards.
"You have to compliment Western Carolina had the ball super defensive team, although wrap up their fifth straight
Bill Furgerson, was quite a bit Carolina and it just put too
freshHobbie
on his passing and you for four series in the last defensive end Elias Grooms, West championship last weekour
of pressure.
much pressure on
who absolutely committed first end, but lost three straight
have to compliment the job the quarter.
• •!!Vou-try_to use anything you. men.
.
murder last year games. Meanwhile, the runnerdegree
ball
the
maybe
their
did
but
catching
under
had
In
game
receivers
series,
three
a
they
four
win
can to
"But they got that
'against the Racers, has up Kansas City Royals won all
we emphasized our undefeated belts and now I think we can and with their running after the downs and a punt."
their games and kept the susTech will come into the departed.
streak in the stadium a little too look forward to seeing an im- catches.
"We had
super pass contest with a 1-1 record, having
much," Furgerson said.
proved kicking game."
Grooms was all over the field pense going.
"It was a lot tougher job this
-The possibilities of keephig
And what's the attitude of the protection. It was as *- good as upset Division One Furman in that game, running over the
I've seen hel-e in the past few before losing last week at home defensive line and making (time," Oakland Manager Alvin
such a streak (11 games) going team this week?
Dark admitted.
is a real longshot. There are just
"We're coining along better years. Bill Lee (guard) and 15-0 to powerful Youngstown quarterback sacks.
The Royals went down fightteams
we
football
Tony
were
loss
(
State.
good
the
center)
Menendez
too many
now. Of course after
Wouldn't it be nice if Tech had
"The last two years, Tech has Grooms back this year and the ing, beating the Minnesota
around. It was really a great went into 30 minutes of mour- outstanding with their blocking.
deal of pressure to keep it going. ning. I wouldn't talk to anyone But we had only 73 yards on the been playing every other week. Racers could beat Tech with Twins 4-2 just a couple of hours
before Oakland took care of the
ground which leaves something They beat Western, Murray and Grooms?
Now it's over and maybe we after the game."
White Sox.
can relax. We're going into our
South Dakota during the year
There was one casualty in the to be desired."
"Heck no, I'd rather play
In the other American
Furgerson says he expects'no but never won two in a row until
conference season Saturday contest, but really it wasn't in
with just the simple attitude of the contest. Charlie Reeves, one lineup changes for the game the final two weeks of the them without Grooms any day," League games, the Baltimore
Furgerson added with p laugh. Orioles bombed the Detroit Titrying to do the best we catl do," of the Racer cornerbacks, was against Tech Saturday, which
season.
gers 8-1 and the Milwaukee
the Racer coach added.
injured as he was leaving the
Brewers turned back the CleveThat first conference game field.
land Indians 10-3. A doublewill be against Tennessee Tech,
Monday, he underwent knee
header between the Boston Red
a team that walloped Murray surgery for torn ligaments and
Sox and New York Yankees
26-0 last year in Cookeville for cartilage. Reeves will be
was rained out.
the Racers' first defeat of the replaced in the lineup by
Reggie Jackson slammed
campaign in route to a 9-2 Darrell Ramsey, a 5-11, 180home runs his first two times
season.
pound junior from Loveland,
up to launch the A's to their big
What did Furgerson and the Ohio. Reeves is a senior.
Sources said the deal is far mg an application for member- victory. Jackson raised his
coaching staff learn from the 16"He could apply to the conBy CRAIG AMMERMAN
nm_r:opplete The NBA own- ship..Their intent at the time home run total to 34, tying him
t _ 0 losa..to Weatern.-girolina-104. ferenee-_eammissioner or
':7•.•-r---;---All-Spartscliteite -.7.-.1.
have not approved it. The was to try to force a merger.
ers
with Milwaukee's George Scott
Saturday?
hardship ruling," Furgerson
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
—They invited the ABA for the league lead, by hitting a
suits — charging violation
court
"By watching the film, we said of Reeves.
Denver
and
Nets
York
New
other champion Kentucky Colonels to two-run shot in the first inning
noticed five or six points in both
"If you are injured in an early Nuggets, the most attractive of anti-trust laws among
positive and negative areas. Of game and miss the rest of the teams in the American Basket- things — that will surely come join them. Brown confirmed and adding a bases-empty
course it was very obvious our season, you could get another ball Association, are applying have yet to be fought. A pend- that and said he and his wife homer in the third off Chicago
suit by the NBA players' Ellie, who owns the club, de- starter Jesse Jefferson, 5-11.
for admission to the more es- ing
could get in the way. But clined.
union
The A's scored at least one
Basketball
National
tablished
are serious and want
sides
both
—Boe and Scheer were told run in each of the first five inAssociation in moves that could
to complete the deal, sources by the NBA that a merger was nings as Vida Blue coasted to
seriously damage the ABA's fusaid.
not possible. At the same time, his 21st victory of the season
ture.
"The application (for admis- they were told it was entirely behind the 13-hit A's attack. He
The Associated Press learned
is a sure thing," said a possible they could join the left after six innings.
of the developments Wednes- sion)
close to Denver presi- league, that, indeed, the NBA
Royals 4, Twins 2
day. Sources high in both source
would like to have them.
George Brett's tie-breaking
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — If who had 11 tackles and six as- leagues said the NBA hierarchy dent Carl Scheer.
Scheer arid Nets' owner Roy
—Then negotiations began on single in the eighth inning
his first game is any indication, sists against Marshall.
is aware of and approves of the
Vrednesday, com- possible fees the two clubs helped Kansas City beat Min—Tennessee Tech linebacker
Morehead's Vic Williams is in
moves which are designed to Boe met here
of intricate ne- would pay to join as expansion nesota.
Jay Jacoby, who had seven
storelor a vintage season.
bring the Nets and Nuggets into pleting a series
The Twins pulled into a 2-2
Williams, a 170-pound senior tackles and seven assists in the the league as expansion fran- gotiations that began a month franchises. Denver and New
ago. NBA Commissioner Larry York balked at paying the 86.15 tie by scoring twice in the top
defensive back, was a key fac- _Golden Eagles' 15-0 loss to chises in 1976.
of the million sum charged the last of the seventh inning. In the
tor in the Eagle defense which Youngstown.
The moves, if successful, O'Brien has been a part
dealings, ABA President John 'expansion club because most of seventh, the Royals used five
at
held-off Marshall 19-16 in Moreblow
serious
a
strike
would
—Western Kentucky lineY. Brown said.
that fee was to reimburse other pitchers and the Twins five
head's season opener last week. backer Tom Ward, who blocked
the ABA when it is beginning to
Brown said if the Nets aiid clubs for supplying players. pinch hitters.
two
intercepted
Williams
most
on
NBA
the
challenge
that
a Northern Illinois punt
Nuggets go ahead with their Denver and New York don't
Orioles 8, Tigers 1
passes, one of which set up a was converted into the winning
fronts
plans, suits will follow. But the need players. Fee arrangeBaltimore's Jim Palmer notknocked
touchdown;
Morehead
Hilltoppers'
the
touchdown in
clubs were moving ahead any- ments have not yet been ched his 22nd victory, beating
down four other passes; and 24-14 win.
way. The Nuggets scheduled a worked out.
Detroit with strong batting supastwo
and
tackle
four
made
—Doug Brown, East Ten1 p.m. news conference in Densists.
nessee cornerback, who was inver. Meanwhile, attorneys for
For his efforts, the Birming- strumental in limiting Texas-El
clubs were to appear in a
the
selected
was
ham, Ala., native
SM 11%11 ,N11
Paso to just three pass comNew York federal court to file
as the Ohio valley Conference pletions in 19 attempts.
.
b II
By The Associated Press
briefs which sources said were
Defensive Player of the Week.
National League
East
—Ron Sebree of Austin Peay,
intended to head off any
Williams' two interceptions
W L Pct. GB
possible suits from the NBA
against Marshall raised his ca- who had eight tackles, 15 as- xPitts
91 67 .576
Players' Association.
84 74 .532 7
reer total to 12, a Morehead sists and a deflected pass in the Philphia
W 78 .506 1.1
Governor's 13-0 loss to Carson- N. York.
The scenario, which could reState record.
2
/
80 79 .503 111
St. L'is
Meanwhile, East Tennessee's Newman.
2 sult in the expansion of the 181
74 85 :465 17/
Chicago
Nominees for offensive hon- Montreal
2 team NBA into four five-team
1
73 86 .459 11/
George Fugate won Offensive
West
divisions next year and move
Player of the Week laurels, ors included:
105 54 .660 —
xCinci
— Morehead's Laird Johnson, L. A.
such players as Julius Erving,
86 73 .541 19
even though his team fell 6-3 to
77 80 .490 27
who kicked field goals of 39 and S. Fran
David Thompson and Marvin
Texas-El Paso.
2
/
70 88 .443 3.41
S. Diego
coming
latter
the
—
yards
for
38
times
15
carried
Fugate
2 Webster into the league, began
1
67 91 .424 37/
Atlanta
2 unfolding at least one month
/
63 95 .399 411
53 yards against the huge Min- with just one second to play — Houston
19 inch diagonal
title
division
ago. As told by sources in both
ers, who averaged 240 pounds a as the Eagles downed Marshall. x-c It Wednesday's Results
color portable TV'
rushwho
Talbert,
—Everett
WAS 409.95 NO. 339.88*
leagues, this is what happened:
man along.the defensive front.
ninCghsicago 1, New York 0, 11 in
—Boe and Scheer, wishing to
His biggest play of the night ed for 97 yards, including 47 in
6.
Francisco
San
7,
Atlanta
reopen negotiations on a mergwas called back, however, the tying touchdown drive 1st, 11 innings
San Francisco at Atlanta 2rid, er of the two leagues, apwhen an offside penalty wiped against Chattanooga. He scored
proached the NBA about makout a brilliant 70-yard touch- the equalizing points himself on cancelled
Philadelphia 8, Pittsburgh 1
CERTIFICATE
down scamper that would have a four-yard run.
Montreal 6, St. Louis 2
—Murray's Mike Hobbie, who
Cincinnati 6, Houston 4
Bowling
changed the outcome of the
0
Diego
San
Los Angeles 14,
completed 21 of 38 passes for
game.
Thursday's Game
Standings
San Francisco (Falcone 12Others nominated for defen- 211 yards in Murray's 16-9 loss
Murray Jr..Sr
11) at San Diego (Greif 4-6),
AM/FM component
Carolina.
Western
to
included:
Bowling League
sive honors
stereo with 8-track record
In)
1,
Tear)
W
DeKentucky's
—Western
—Frank Kennedy of Eastern
Only game scheduled
WAS 197.95 Nov. 149.88* '
The Winners
64 Pi
Friday's Games
3
6
Gutter Getters
Kentucky, who had seven tack- Wayne Squires, who came off
Montreal at Chicago
3
The Men
.--,
5
les, four assists and partially the bench to throw a touchdown
New York at Philadelphia, 2, All-Stars
3
5
1
Four Aces
1
blocked a punt in the Colonels' pass and lead the Hilltoppers to It -n)
r
8
The Losers
(n)
over
2
Cincinnati,
at
win
Atlanta
-behind
come-from
a
10-10 with Chattanooga.
Lucky Strikes
2 6
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, (n)
Po 6'a
—Jay Waddle of Morehead, Northern Illinois.
San Frincisco at San Diego, Just Pugin' Tbru

Nets, Nuggets Apply.
For Admission To NBA

Williams And Fugate Win
OVC Player Of The Week

BASEBALL
STANDINGS

port from Paul Blair and Lee
May. The victory moved the
Orioles within 3102 games of
first-place Boston in the American League East and kept the
Red Sox "magic" number at
four.
The second game of the
scheduled twi-night doubleheader at Baltimore was postponed and will be made up as
part of a twi-nighter tonight.
With the score tied 1-1 in the
fifth, Baltimore scored five
times to chase loser Joe Coleman, 1048. Blair and May each
contributed a two-run single to
the rally. Bjair also drove
home one of Baltimore's runs
in the sixth off Le_rrin LaGrow.
Brewers 10, Indians 3
George Scott drove in four
runs with a double and his 34th

homer, leading Milwaukee over
Cleveland. Jim Colborn, 11-12,
'was the winner, getting the
benefit of five runs in the first
two innings.
The Brewers pounced on
Cleveland starter Fritz Peterson, 14-8, ending his winning
string at 10 games.

MSU Women
Tennis Team
Stops SIU
By Patsy Beauchamp
Well on their way to becoming
one of the top teams in the state,
the MSU women's tennis team
increased their record to four
wins, no losses after defeating
Southern Illinois University by
a score of 8-1.
In the duo match played
Tuesday at Carbondale, freshman Karen Weis led the way for
the lady netters by defeating
Sue Briggs 6-4, 6-2 in the no. 1
singles spots.
Other individual scores were:
Sindy Macovik MSU def.
Rhonda Garcia 6-4, 3-6, 6-2;
Sandy Macqvik MSU def. Sue
C,sipkay 6-27t-3; Sue Monaghan
SIU def. Linda Spellman 6-2, 75; Judy Shirrell MSU def. Sher
Deem 6-2, 4-6, 6-3; Margaret
May MSU def. Trine Davidson
6-4, 2-6, 6-1; In doubles:
Macovik-Macovik MSU def.
Briggs-Garcia 7-5, 5-7, 6-3;
def.
MSU
Weis-Shirrell
Csipkay-Monaghan 6-2, 6-2;
Spellman-Anne Ress MSU def.
Cindy Galati-Deem 6-7, 6-3, 6-3.
Murray State will be
traveling to Richmond Sept. 2627 where they will be playing
Eastern and Northern Ky.
College, On Sept. 28 they will be
meeting University of Kentucky
at Lexington.

Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
BASKETBALL . .
ST. LOUIS — The Spirits of
St. Louis of the American Basketball Association sold forward Gene Kennedy to the
Utah Stars.
DETROIT — The Detroit Pistons of the National Basketball
Association acquired veteran
guard Archie Clark from the
Seattle Supersonics in return
for Seattle's No. 1 draft choice
in 1978.
GOLF
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — Tom
Kite fired a nine-under-par 3131-62 to win the Del Webb Sahara Pro-Am Golf Tournament
by two strokes over Jim Dent.
CARMEL, Calif. — Henry
Edwards eliminated- defending
champion Dale Morey, of Highpoint, N.C., from the U.S.
Seniors Championship 1-up on
the par-71 Carmel Valley
Country Club.
.
TENNIS .
SAN FRANCISCO — Peter
Fleming of Chatham, N.J. upset fourth-seeded Raul Ramirez
of Mexico 6-3, 6-4 in secondround action in the $100,000 tennis tournament at the Cow Palace.
DENVER — Francoise Durr
of France overcame Sharon
Walsh 6-7, 6-4, 7-6 in a $50,000
women's professional . tennis
tournament.
GENERAL . . .
PARIS — Renedrhomas, the
winner of the 1914 Indianapolis
500 and a pilot for the Wright
brothers, died at the age of 89.

Braulio Baeza won the 1974
Hopeful with Foolish Pleasure
and seven months later, riding
Prince Thou Art, Baeza won
the Florida Derby while Foolish
Pleasure ran third for that
colt's first defeat in 10 starts.

National Truckload Appliance Sale

Every Appliance in Store on Sale
tFREE Merchandise Certificate with select
Appliance Purchase...October 2, 3, 4.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES—MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

Save '70
A
tFREE s,,
Loj

— _
17 cu. ft. 'rootless
359 88*
rig
A,
rWel
tor
eram
409

,

Save '50

TOTIV.$90

In)
Houston at Los Angeles, (n

The Holiday Restaurant
For Southern Style Home Cooking
Aurora, Ky.

Under
New Management
Coll 474-8854
for Private Reservations
Open 6 a. m. to 9 p. m. Daily
Plate Lunches Served
11:00 to 4:00 Mon.-Fri.

Ky. lake Catfish
Ocean Catfish Fillet

id vas te

Pit Bar-B-0, Pork or Mutton

a fie UM se

sli ne us wit

Bill Wilson, owner
Judi Morrow, Manager

3
s50
$3543
$350

American League
East
W L Pct. GB
93 63 .596
Boston
2
1
3/
89 66- .574
Baltimore
80 76 .513 13
N. York
77 78 .497 151h
Cleveland
2
1
65 94 .409 29/
Milw'kee
57 99 .365 36
Detroit
West
95 63 .601 —
• x0akInd
90 68 570 5
Kan. City
2
1
77 82 .48.1 111/
Texas
2
1
74 81 477 19/
Minnesota
2
1
72 85 459 22/
Chicago
23
.456
72 86
California
s-clinched division title
Wednesday's Results
Baltimore 8, Detroit 1, 1st
Baltimore 2nd,
at
Detroit
rain
Milwaukee 10, Cleveland 3
PPd
Boston at New York, 2, ppd.
rain
s Kansas City 4, Minnesota 2
Oakland 13, Chicago 2
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Chicago (Wood 15 201 at Oak
land I HoltIman 1714)
Detroit (Lemanczyk 2-7 and
Bare 8 12), at Baltimore (Torrez
708 and Alexander 88). (t -n )
Clevelangl ,(Eckersley 1.3.6) at
Boston (Tan? '17 14), (nt
Minnetota'- (GdItz 14 14) at
sows city (Splittorff 9.9), In
OFtly 'games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at Minnesota -- Baltimore at New York.. 2, (1
n)
Cleveland at Boston, In)
Detroit at Milwaukee, In)
Kansas city at Texas, (n
California al Oakland, In

High Team Genie(36) .
The Men
Gutter Getters
Four Aces
High Team Game(HC)
,
Four Aces
The Men
Gutter Getters
High Teem Series(SC
Gutter Getters
The Men
The Winners
High learn Series(11C)
Four Aces
Gutter Getters
Just Passin-Thru
High Ind. Game(SC I
David Blivin
David Williams
Sam Smith
'High Ind. Game HC
David Blivin
Greg Bogart
Paul Jones
Highlnd.Series 1SC)
David Navin
Bryon Scott .
Phil Burkeen
High Ind. Series Ill
David Blivin
Greg Bogard
Bryon Scott
High Averages
Sam Smith
David Bhvin
Bryon Scott
David Williams
Phillip Adams
Phil Burkeen
Jesse Darnell
Don Mudd
BMW Ha rnson
Tarry Rule

Microwave oven with
gourmet control
S 339.95 sow 299.88*

Save $40
FR E E$9fj
CERTIFICATE

$60
TOTAL
01186

623
594
58:4

16 cu ft. upright
freezer
wAs 309.95 now 258.88*

787
756
735

Save $51
tFREEslm

1653
1580
I 332

CERTIFICATE

2081
2071
1996

ej

$66
TOTAL
/MN

228
191
178

18 lb.

267
227
220

cycle washer

WA II 279.95

Sow 239.88*

16 lb. 5 cycle dryer
N A .; 189.95

sow 169.88.

548
487
475
083
501
585
56
55
53
52
50
50
41
41
32
25

More than 811 million was
wagered at the track and in
Off-Track Betting offices on the
nine-race Belmont Park Belmont Stakes day program.
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Thy Men handise Certitu
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WardsCatalog Store. and Sale.. Agen.
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Certificate

FINANCE CHARGES ARE APPLICABLE DURING THE DEFERRED PERIOD

753-1966
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Sales
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Plus transportation
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Amagwula Writes Home
About His First Game
By JOE TOM ERWIN
Murray State SID
Playing in his first football
game last Saturday Murray
State place kickr Embdi
Amagwula kicked three field
goals in three attempts to account for all of Murray's points
in a 16-9 loss to Western
Carolina.
He hit on kicks of 37, 35, and 25
yards and tied both the Murray
State and Ohio Valley Conference records for number of
field goals in a game.
How does it feel to be an instant hero?
"It's been exciting, but I
really don't feel I'm contributing much to the team
when I'm in the game only three
times for about three seconds
each time

You mean you'd like to be a
starter?
"No, I know I can't do that,
but I've decided I'll learn a
position and maybe I can at
least be some help in practice."
A 24-year-old junior from
Orlu, Nigeria, Amagwula
played the last two years on the
Murray soccer team. He was
recommended to Coach Bill
Furgerson as a potential placekicker by his soccer coach last
spring.
When Furgerson showed
interest, Amagwula began to
practice. Every day during the
summer, he kicked at least 50
times. Since fall practice began
last month, he has kicked
throughout each practice
session.
He has given up soccer this
fall for football and he admits to
6

missing the game. "I've played
soccer since I was big enough to
kick a ball. However, I had
already decided not to play this
fall before I tried out for football."
Amagwula is a biology major
at Murray and plans to study
pharmacy after he graduates.
He hasn't been home to Nigeria
since enrolling at Murray two
years ago. He says that the
United States is a beautiful
country but that he's getting
awfully eager to see Nigeria.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
R.I. Amagwula of Lagos,
Nigeria. ": wrote my father
that I had played in my first
American football game and
had scored all my team's
points. But when he finds out we
didn't win the game, he won't be
impressed"

Nine Teams To Be In
MSU Golf Invitational
Murray State University's
golf team will be host to nine
teams at the 12th annual
Murray State Intercollegiate
Tournament Friday
and
Saturday.
The -54-hole tournament will
get underway Friday at 8 a.m.
at the par 72, Murray Country
Club Course. Thirty-six notes
will be played Friday. The
concluding 18 holes will be
played Saturday morning.
Teams entered in the tournament are Austin Peay,
Brady, Vistern Kentucky,
Middle Tennessee, University
of Missouri, Murray State,
Southern
Illinois
State,
Illinois-Carbondale, Southern
Illinois-Edwardsville, and
Tennessee Tech.
Murray Coach Buddy Hewitt
says that Eastern Kentucky,
Missouri, Middle Tennessee and
Murray should likely be slight
fa_vcrites _for the dminviPtIskOP
on the basis of other performances this fall. However,
he said the field was so
balanced that any one of the 10
teams could win it.
Among the top individuals in
the "tournament are Tom
Dawson, Tennessee Tech; Dan
Bogdan, Eastern Kentucky;
Bob Dyke and Gerry Sharber,

Middle Tennessee; Mike
Perpich and Kevin Klier,
Murray; Fred Copeland,
Missouri; and Jimmy Brown
and Jerry Tucker, SIUCarbondale.
Murray is defending champion. Racer golfer Bruce
Douglass, who graduated'last
year, won the 1974 individual
title. Murray has won four
Murray State Intercollegiates
since the tournament was begun
in 1966. Middle Tennessee has
won three titles and Tennessee
Tech one.
The Racer golfers finished
seventh in the 25-team MidAmerica Intercollegiate in
Boone Terre, Mo., last

weekend. Kevin Klier finished
fourth among individual golfers
and freshman Larry Patton
finished eleventh. Klier had
rounds of 74, 70, and 79 in the 54hole tournament. Patton shot
77-74-76.
Murray entries this weekend
will be Klier, Patton, Norman
Vacovsky, Mike Perpich, and
Tommy Thomas.

Wallis Ends Seaver's
No-Hit Bid With
Final Inning Single

SPORTS
Baseball's Tangled Franchise
Situation Remains Unresolved
KANSAS CITY(AP)- Baseball's tangled franchise situation remained unresolved today but the San Francisco Giants may be a step closer to
financial stability.
The condition of the Giants is
closely tied to the multitude of
problems that faced the major
league owners at their one-day
meeting here. But Chub Feeney, president of the National
League, indicated that the
team's red-ink headaches could
be over shortly.
"They feel their cash problem can be solved with the sale
of their Minneapolis real estate) property," said Feeney.
"Otherwise, the league has offered some assistance." Feeney
said the sale was expected to
be completed within the next
week.
The Giants' problem has been
the result of declining attendances which baseball feels is
due to an overcrowded franchise population in the San
Francisco-Oakland area. That
question, as well as the financial wellbeing of other clubs
and the desire to return base-

ball to Seattle and Washington,
D.C.,svere among the questions
facing the franchise committee
which reported to the owners
here.
"The'committee made a recommendation but no decisions
were made one way or the other,'' said Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn. "Because the recommendation was not acted on, and is
still before the leagues for consideration, I prefer not to go
into details of it."
The commissioner admitted
that the committee's recommendation dealt with both
leagues. One solution that has
been reported would be moving
the financially-troubled Chicago
White Sox to Seattle and replacing them in Chicago with the
Oakland A's. That would solve
the Bay Area and Seattle questions as well as the White Sox's
money woes.

ball faces a $20-million suit
over the removal of the city's
franchise in 1970. The litigation
comes to trial in December unless it is dropped before then.
And the only way it will be
dropped is if the city gets a
franchise.
"There was no discussion of
our litigation," said Slade Gorton, Washington state attorney
general. "My presence was sufficient."
Gorton said the AL owners
wanted assurances of the city's
new domed stadium and the local interests seeking to purchase a team. "They wanted to
see the color of our money," he
said.
Kuhn confirmed there had
been some discussion of expansion, an obvious solution
that baseball has been trying to
avoid. "In all our franchise deliberations, expansion had been
given serious consideration,"
But Lee MacPhail, president Kuhn said.
of the American League, denied
The commissioner said the
there was -any discussion of --froriehlte-cottunittee-wbuld consuch a plan in the AL meeting. tinue working and baseball
The AL owners did spend would "strive to make a decisome time listening to a delega- sion by the time of our annual
tion from Seattle, where base- meetings in December."

Players Appear To Be Throwing
NFL Management Offer For A Loss

On Wednesday, the Houston
tty BRUCE LOWITT
Oilers voted early and unaniAP Sports Writer
Only two of the 26 teams mously to reject the latest proStars Obtain Kennedy
have cast their votes thus far, posal by the NFL Management
but it appears the National Council, the owners' bargaining
SALT LAKE CITY ( AP) - Football League players are on arm. And the Buffalo Bills isThe Utah Stars of the Ameri- the verge of Ihrowing_manage- sued a 42-1 vote in opposition.
can Basketball Association ment's latest contract offer for
The-offer submitted last Mom'have announced that Eugene a tremendous loss.
day in a meeting in Chicago be"Goo" Kennedy has been obAnd once again the threat of tween the NFLMC and NFL
tained frern the St. Louis Spir- more player unrest looms ever Players Association
was
its.
larger in a contract dispute termed by the owners -our best
The 6-foot-6, 215-pound for- which has been going on for shot." But the NFLPA simply
ward reported to the Stars nearly 20 months. Despite the passed it on to its union memcamp Wednesday. The Stars negative reaction to the offer, bers without a recommendation
said Kennedy was acquired for though, the chances of another - and there were reliable refuture considerations.
players' strike appears slim.
ports that Kermit Alexander,
president of the union, and the
rest of the NFLPA leaders
were almost wholly against it.
The union leaders had said
Tuesday, when the talks broke
off, that the teams would probably start voting today.
But the Oilers and Bills.
clubs which refused to join last
week's five-team walkout triggered by the New England Patriots, got the jump on the other 24 teams - and it appeared

NOW OPEN

they were setting the tone for
the voting.
Spokesmen for several other
teams expressed their opinions
that, when their ballots were
counted today, the votes
against the owners' offer would
be similarly overwhelming.
Although there are nearly 1,200 active players in the
league, the only ones voting
will be the members of the union, the 950 or so who have paid
their dues or pledged to, do so.
The verdict will be determined
by a simple majority.
And if that verdict is to reject - as it appears almost
certain - the next step will be
up to the players. They'll have
to decide whether to strike for
a third time in 14 months, try
to negotiate again or continue
to play without a contract as
they've done since Feb. 1, 1974

Ed Garvey, the executive director of the union, has indicated Monday's four-year offer would have been acceptable
based on the main economic
items such as insurance benefits and pensions. The players'
pension fund, by the way, is In
danger of going broke if a new
contract isn't signed this year.
But it was seven so-called
non-economic items which continued the stalemate. They are
the Rozelle Rule, impartial arbitration of grievances, representation on the retirement
board, squad size, an agency
shop, preseason pay and bargaining changes in the league's
constitution and by-laws.
If more negotiations are held,
it has been learned that management would begin talking
with an offer not as good as the
one now being voted on.

OVER 200
DESIGNS
INSTANT TRANSFERS
t Scenes
2. Stars
3. Rock Groups
4. Comics
5. Fraternities
6. Sororities
7. Graphics

Thanks From Rangers
ARLINGTON, Tex. AP ( The Texas Rangers will hold a
-Thanks a Million" night Saturday in an American League
game with Kansas City.
The Rangers have drawn
over a million fans for the second consecutive year.
The Washington Senators, a
1961 expansion team which .
moved to Texas in 1972, never
drew one million fans in their
11 years in Washington, D.C.
Everyone 14 years and older
will receive a 10-ounce thermal
mug. Last year fans got key
rings.

Raymond Named Coach
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. I AP(
Peter H. Raymond, 28, who
coached Harvard's freshman
lightweight boat to the Eastern
Sprints championship, is the
new head coach of rowing at
Radcliffe.
Raymond, a former stroke on
the Princeton crew and a member of the U.S. Olympic boat
which woh the silver medal at
Munich in 1972, succeeds John
Baker, who resigned the Radqiffe post to attend graduate
school.

SHIRT FACTORY
1214 Main St. Murray, Across From The Dairy Queen
Open Daily 10-6, Friday to 8, Sunday 1-5

WRIGHT'S 66 WENS
HAUPPAUGE, N.Y.(AP)Jimmy Wright of Inwood, N
Y., likes long golf courses because of his long and accurate
wood shots. The former Metropolitan Open champion shot a
69 in the Pinter Tournament of
Stars one-day pro-amateur at
the 6,836-yard Colonie Hill
course here. Wright's 32-37
score was the only below-par
round of the day.
Proceeds of the tournament,
sponsored by trucking magnate
Joe Pinter, went to the Long
Island division of the American
Cancer Society. Wright had
seven birdies and defeated
Mike Souchak and Reeves
McBee by three strokes. 3,oerr----/
Nieporte of Piping Rack at U)- teat Valley,N. V., the 1974-winner, finished tied for fifth pia( c
with a 74.

Need any of these services..
Air Freight Flight Training
Air Cargo Air Ambulance
Air Charter
Air Taxi

Thorobred
Flying
41111
Service, Inc.

II
too

s\
Contact
Bill Fuller or
Johnny Parker

489-2414 489-2721

Murray-Calloway Count) Airport

10

Cash & Carry
REMINGTON

ALL NEW

MIGHTY MITE
ELECTRIC START
CHAIN -SAW

with linger-hp ELECTRIC STARTING
• Exclusive finger-tip starling
• S,y tbs less bar and chain
• Cuts trees up)24" thick
• Fully automatic chain oiling
• Includes charger and portable
rechargeable 12 volt Delco
battery

25 to Sell
•

REMINGTON

C

4 Easy'‘.\\
To
Handle

MIGHTY MITE
AUTOMATIC OILER
CHAIN SAW

Fun
To
Use •

CUTS TREES 2 FT THICK

Reg.'12995
• Comfort cushion grip

fr/95

• Fully automatic oiling
• Pre-set throttle latch
• Ouiel.low-lone muffler
• Fully assembled, ready to use
• 2-Year wartanty

A WATERGATE HORSE
NEW YORK i AP) - When
people mentiorp a political coyerup they naturally think of the
'Watergate incident. But at Belmont-Park racetrack there's a
pretty/ good 3-year-old bay colt
named Political Covertip After
showing fine speed in morning
workouts at Belmont, the son of
'Buckpasser-Bold Consort won
his first start at Aqueduct bl
two lengths and returned $11
for ($2.

gave up three hits and struck
out nine in his 10 innings, raising his league-leading strikeout
total to 239. It was probably his
last outing of the season.
Reds 6, Astros 4
Pete Rose singled in two runs
and Dave Concepcion singled in
another in the sixth inning to
put Cincinnati ahead for good
Clay Kirby, 10-6, won it and
Larry Dierker, 14-16, lost it.
Phillies 8, Pirates 1
Dick Allen drove in three
runs and Dave Cash and Greg
Luzinski collected three hits
each for Philadelphia. Larry
Christensen, 11-5, went the distance with a six-hitter and
struck out eight. Larry Demery, 7-5, took the loss.
Dodgers 14, Padres 0
Steve Garvey drove in six
runs with two home runs, a
single and a double to pace Los
Angeles' 18-hit assault on five
San Diego pitchert:
Expos 6, Cardinals 2
Don Carrithers, 5-3, spaced
nine hits and Larry Parrish hit
his 10th home run of the season
for Montreal.
Braves 7, Giants 6
Dusty Baker singled in the
tying run in the llth inning and
then scored the winner on a
bases-loaded walk by Gary Lavelle.

Saw Specials
Early Fall chain October
Good

-SHIRT FACTORY

By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
Strange things happen in
baseball these damp, September days when teams are playing out the string and guys like
Joe Wallis get their shots at the
big time.
Wallis, recently up from the
American Association, found
himself standing between New
York Met ace Tom Seaver and
glory Wednesday at Wrigley
Field. Seaver had gone 8 2-3 innings without giving up a hit in
the scoreless game and Wallis
hadn't gotten the ball out of the
infield in three trips.
Two quick fastballs ran the
count to 0-2. A hanging curveball was next and Wallis lunged
at it and lined a single into
right field.
End no-hitter.
desperation
"It was a
swing," admitted Wallis, whose
previous claim to fame was going 3-for-4 in the minors against
Denny McLain. "He fooled me
with two fastballs and I was
looking for another one."
Eventually the Cubs won the
game 1-0 in the 11th. Wallis
was around to get a walk in the
llth but both Seaver and Cub
starter Rick Fteuschel departed
after 10.
"Five years ago losing a nohitter would have been a big
emotional letdown," said Seaver: "Today, I lust wanted to
get the next batter out. If I get
the no-hitter, I get it; If I don't,
I don't."
Elsewhere in the National
League, Cincinnati beat Houston 6-4, Philadelphia clubbed
Pittsburgh 8-1, Los Angeles
routed San Diego 14-0, Montreal
trimmed St. Louis 6-2 and Atlanta edged San Francisco 7-6
in 11 innings.
Seaver has never had a nohitter but he's had five one-hitters. He's lost three no-hitters
in the ninth. Wallis, who was
playing right field in place of
ailing Jerry Morales, joins Chicago's Jimmy Qualls, who
broke one up in 1969, and San
Diego's Leron Lee, who spoiled
another in 1972, on Seaver'spersonal hit parade.
The 31-year-old right-hander

Save 20%
35 to Sell

I WINO '

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main

_
Bank Rate Financing Available
We Service The Products We Sell

Mine 7531361
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MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive
753-5312

Go Racers!

Ou
ca

WINCHESTER
PRINTING SERVICES
INCORPORATED
"The Businessman's Choke For
Fine Printing"
4TH STREET
NORTH
102
PHONE 753-5397
MURRAY,KENTUCKY

MURRAY
THEATERS

BI

STOKES TRACTOR
AND
IMPLEMENT CO.

Marble Manufacturer

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE

Industrial Rd.

',wigs That 14111 Plea,

753-1319
GO TIGERS!!!

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY

BANK OF MURRAY

Bel-Air Shopping Center

ON

753-4751

T.V. SERVICE
CENTER

lirsK
INTERIORS
•

OP

Central Center
Murray, Kentucky

Chestnut Street

01

753-1474

01

CORVETTE LANES

Of

MURRAY
Where Dining is
a Pleasure

01

ftI

Banquet Facilities
Up to 15,
limy.14i S.

Join us after the game."

01

753-5081

01
JOHNSON'S
GROCERY
512 S. 12th

753-5041

GO! GO! GO!

Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
Since 1937

MURRAY HIGH DEFENSIVE LINE
Murray High Tigers playing as defensive ends or tackles are top
row,left to right,Sam Chadwik,Eddie Rollins, Timmy Garland, David
Kennedy, and Barry Wells. Front row, Tony Thurmond,,Dpvid Cathey,
Pat McMillen and Tim Lane. „
Friday night, September 26, is Murray High's Homecoming. Come
out and help support the team and the school in the annual
Homecoming Festivities.

Extra Flavor
& Extra Nutrition
At No Extra Cop

RYAN
MILK CO.

802 Chestnut

TAYLOR MOTORS,
Inc.

751- 101 '

Chestnut

Best Pizzas
in Ky.

„.
I .THIS FOCG
FROZEN
0PA'S

PALACE
WE
DELIVER

PIZZA

Moors

753-1372

See
4

• Mars

P M. •
P M. • 1 A M.
N. 11161:
I A.

PK • Set.

Go Racers

4

144
7-1E:

TABER'S
BODY SHOP
24-hour Wrecker Service
1301 Chestnut
Time 753-3134
If no answer 753-3303
753-6177

8
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FLOOR SAMPLE -CLEARANCE
Our gigantic showroom is big. .. but would you believe we've got it filled to
capacity! So... we must clear out some floor samples...many one and two of a kind!

BUY NOW!PRICES ARE DISCOUNTED TO THE BARE BONE!
LIVING ROOM

CLEARANCE PRICE

BEDROOM

CLEARANCE PRICE
ORE RIVERSIDE King Size Headboard, Triple Dresser With Twin
$552.00
ONLY! Mirrors, Doored Chest

ONE RAINY Sofa and Chair. Early American, Vinyl and Herculon
ONLY! Combination Cover
$188.00
TWO
- ONE THOMASVILLE All Wood Traditional. Queen or Regular Head
Sofa
VEGA
and
Chair.
Brown
Vinyl.
Contemporary.
. . $148.00 ONLY! board, Triple Dresser, Mirror, Drawered Chest
ONLY!
$618.00

GENCY

THREE CRESTWOOD Love Seat, Traditional Styling. Coil Spring Unit
ONLY
40.

:enter

I/

•
••

I! •- • -

ONE CLAYTON MARCUS Traditional Sofa, Orange and .Beige. Coil
ONLY! Spring Unit
$289.00
ONE CARSONS Sofa. Velvet Modern Styling. Loose Pillow Back, Over
$242.00
ONLY! Stuffed Look

•ky

ONE BURLINGTON HOUSE Sofa, Rounded Back. Orange Velvet
ONLY! Traditional Cover
$341.00
ONE -CLAYTON MARCUS Sofa, Traditional -Rounded Back. -S-oild
$384.00
ONLY! Orange Velvet. Coil Spring Construction
ONE SEALY Green Vinyl Sofa. Spanish Styling. Tufted Back $198.00
ONLY!
ONE CLAYTON MARCUS Sofa and Chair. Early American Solid Gold
$383.00
ONLY! Herculon. Coil Spring Solid Leg Construction
ONE BROYHILL Sofa and Chair. Colonial with Dark Wood Trim. Coil
-$402.00
ONLY! Spring Construction. Herculon Cover

lining IS

Mr*

licilities

S.

OS

111=1111111•111111M11110

'lavor
Nutrition
tra

Cost

ro
mlo.

CHAIRS and more CHAIRS
PRICED.TO MOVE!
LAMPS at DISCOUNT PRICES
You Can Appreciate!
CAMPBELL fl

Jamison

753-3(11!

and

THIS FUG
IS
OT FROZEN

r

BEDDING

-1F

111—i=15:71EAL__1_7117:1

DINING ROOM

CLEARANCE PRICE
ONE SINGER Solid Pine Double Pedestal Table and 6 Cane Bottom
$464.00
ONLY! Chairs. Colonial
ONE
Om! STANLEY Oval Oak Table and 4 Cane Back Chairs ... $381.00
ONE BROYHILL Table and 4 Cane Back Chairs. Plastic Top To Resist
ONLY! Scratches
$287.00
ONE SINGER Solid Pine Trestle Table and 6 Arrow Back Chairs
ONLY!
$287.00

ONE STANLEY Double Pedestal Painted Finish Table and 6 Cane
ONLY! Back Chairs
$656.00
ONE
ONLY! BROYHILL China, Pecan Finish, Glass Front

MATTRESS &
BOX SPRINGS

4 6 FUR $10995

$187.00

oarm
TELEVISION AND STEREO
Always SALE Priced!

YES!HAVE
WE CI)N

3 3 TWIN 39995

7$1
110
1
0
=_

ONE STANLEY Oak. Queen or Regular Headboard. Triple Dresser,
$563.00
ONLY! Mirror, Doored Chest
ONE SINGER, All Wood_Maple Early American. Triple Dresser, and
ONLY! Mirror. Chest on Chest, Regular or Queen Headboard . $462.00
ONE QUEEN SIZE Green Velvet Headboard. Queen Size Vanity Bench
$97.00
ONLY! and Queen Size Matching Velvet Bedspread

TWIN 369
"
31
SUPER FIRM, RELAX-0-PEDIC
DELUXE 15 YR. GUARANTEE

9k•

OPEN
FRIDAYS
8 AM - 8 PM

E41

'Ft379"

shop and compare
MONDAYS 1111111
TMINSDAYS AND
SATIRMAYS

-

FIRM - 11 YR. GUARANTEE

EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES!
OPEN
811M-5PM

-a_ 1.

.r •
•

ICE

Akt

ONE DMI Dresser, Mirror, Chest and Regular or Queen Headboard

E

50 QUEEN 8149
"
6 6 KING $19995

SERVICE DEPT.

H IGDON FURNITURE STORES
i]
I
MAYFIELD, KY. HIGHWAY 45, ACROSS FROM GENERAL TIRE.

.FREE PARKING
DRIVE A
LMLE
SAVE A
LOT!
•

.1.009411.

*".
, roaut iv IPft PAUPLKA I , ay., ituuca a

Your

i noway, aeptameer a3,

11/
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.1 110SPI1Al NEWS
44*.

Pz

Frances Drake

9-M-75
Adults 126
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Neale (mother
Rachel), Rt. 1, Almo, Baby Boy
Darnell (mother Gail), Rt. 6,
Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patricia A. Vick, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Floy Herndon, 1406
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Carolyn
J. Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray,
Master Craig A. Darnell, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Glenn E. West, Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Linda L. Dunn,
Rt. 2, Murray, Billie M. Wilson,
Hazel, Gratis D. Wrater, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Martha D. Bucy,
1317 Wiswell Rd., Murray, N. G.
Towery, 502 S. 9th., Murray.

-

FOR FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 26, W75
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

on credit or impulse buying
now, you'll regret it later.
at;
AQUARIUS
rr-,
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your imagination stimulated,
ARIES
but don't go to extremes in
r Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
anything. Be especially careful
Certain favorable situations on the social front where you
in your work area now further COULD overtax yourself.
your interests. An excellent day PISCES
for handling matters of a (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
confidential nature.
An inspiring day for romance
TAURUS
and creative activities. In the
Apr. 21 to May 21)
latter connection, an avocation
now may prove to have remunerStellar influences
stimulate inspirational ideas, ative value.
intuition, finesse. Inventors,
architects, creative workers in
YOU BORN TODAY are a
general especially favored.
highly sensitive and idealistic
GEMINI
individual, endowed with lofty
f
fr ambitions, and reveling in
May M to June 211 alli
Branch out to some extent. beauty wherever you find it.
Realize your limitations, You have a great love of the arts
however, so you won't and, fortunately, the talents
=overreach your mark. Some needed to succeed in them
complexities, otherwise.
yourself — provided, of course,
CANCER
that you properly educate
yourself along the desired lines.
I June 22 to July 23)
Personal relationships highly Music, poetry, the theater and
congenial. In fact, your career literature have the greatest
status may be boosted through appeal for you and, should you
not choose one of these as a
an influential person.
LEO
career, may well take up one or
) July 24 to Aug. 23)
more as an avocation. Birthdate
Splendid solar influences of: Pope Paul VI; Cuthbert
stimulate your spirit of en- ( Lord) Collingwood, P it. adterprise and go-get-itiveness. A miral; T.S. Eliot, poet.
dandy outlook, but don't take
anything for granted.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 19%.
Splendid aspects! If you time
your moves judiciously, you
could put over a profitable deal
now. Gains and prestige

GO

•••

PRE-MED CLUB—The advisor, Dr. Charles Smith, left, poses with the officers of the Pre-Med
Club at Murray State University who are Lee Reed, Benton, secretary-treasurer, Chris Clopton,
Murray, program, Steve Trevathan, Murray, vice-president, and Scott Gaines, Eariington,
president. The club for pre-med majors and other related fields meets twice monthly to hear
(Photo by Steve farmer)
speakers, see films, and make trips to medical schools.

Inmates Grade Prisons In Survey
Inmate Classification
System Computerized
FRANKFORT,Ky.—With one
push of a button, Al Linder one
day will be able to get a perfect
picture of where each of the
state's 3,000 inmates is in terms
of classification groups and
treatment programs.

A "Big Brother" in making at stitutions in much the same way
Frankfort?
as other states do now.
Only in the kindest sense. Al
Kentucky's system will be
Linder actually is coordinator unique in one important aspect,
of treatment services for the however. According to Linder,
state Bureau of Corrections and other state systems are
his pushbutton control will be designed only to evaluate the
exercised over a computer, not inmate and not the institution as
people,
the one planned here will do.
But the computer will be able
"It's really a pretty exciting
to tell him about those people thing when you consider that we
and, in so doing, help correc- will be able to classify inmates
tions make the best possible with at least 75-80 per cent
match between inmate, and accuracy,as well as institutions
institution arid rehabilitation and their programs with about
programs.
the same degree of accuracy,"
Computerizing the entire he added•
ea& -elijoyiiffielVte4eFeiatiaistaz,vniF --#131210g-,.dasstfkalilaw-APRISenv,-- -- Mien-Sr; the' system will
works of Kentucky artists and present a program, "Having will be acheived as part of a operate only at the admission
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
project-called Multi-Method and orientation unit in the state
Accept the fact that,: tern- see demonstrations of creative Fun With Art."
Assessment, funded under a reformatory at LaGrange,
techniques
during
Art
Weekend,
Margaret
Saturday,
On
porarily, differences of opinion
grant
from the Federal Law where nearly 90 per cent of all
Sept.
26-28,
at
Kentucky's
will
Lexington,
Mack, of
in your circle will be inevitable.
Thus, you'll watch your step Pennyrile Forest State Resort demonstrate tissue collage, and Enforcement Assistance Ad- male inmates first are sent for
Frankfort artist Robert Powell ministration to a research team classification before either
and do nothing to increase Park near Dawson Springs.
More than 50 artists are ex- will discuss drawings from his from the University of Ken- being transported to the other
tensions.
pected to exhibit their pain- new book, "This Is Kentucky." tucky (UK).
five male prisons or being
SCORPIO
Under said that the UK team, assigned permanently at the
tings. Awards will be given for
111.,
( Oct. 24 Co Nov. 221
Saturday
. evening's program headed by Dr. James Barclay of
the prize-winning works in oil,
A good day for activating
will feature Doug Adams, art the UK Education and reformatory.
acrylics,
watercolor,
pastel,
Linder said efforts have been
ideas regarding financial exprofessor at Morehead State Psychology Department,
pen and ink, and charcoal.
made in the last two years to
pansion. Opportunities for
demon- already has gained
who
will
University,
Guest artists will demon"valuable upgrade the way inmates are
advancing, career-wise, also
strate their specialties during strate water color techniques data" from a nationwide survey classified. But growing numindicated.
of classification systems in bers of new commitments,
participant workshops open to and abstract collage.
SAGITTARIUS
everyone.
On Sunday, visitors can spend other states. That information shortage of classification of( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A special package price of $37 a leisurely day enjoying the art will be used in setting up ficers and more and more new
An exciting, stimulating day!
treatment programs have made
Act with confidence. Luck is Per person will include two exhibits as well as the Kentucky's system.
Once in operation—probably the job almost impossible, he
with you in dealing with nights' lodging (double oc- magnificent scenery at Penby January of 1976—the system said.
i.____I cupancy) and six meals, from nyrile.
will be able to classify both the
Friday evening , to dinner,
CAPRICORN
"If you are going to be
Parks spokesmen recom- inmate and the institutional treatment and rehabilitation
Sunday noon.
(DOC:-22-WIan.
reservations
be
that
room
mend
The first session will begin at
Curb inclinations toward
environment at each of the oriented, as the Kentucky
extravagance. If you overspend 7:30 p.m. Friday, when Clay made as soon as possible, by state's seven correctional in- Bureau of Corrections now is,
contacting the park at ( 502) 797then you should go about it in
3421 or by a toll-free call to
the best, most efficient way
Central Reservations in Frankpossible," Linder said. -And if
fort. In Kentucky the toll-free
that means getting a computer,
number to call is 1-800-372-2961.
then that's what we'll do.
(Formerly Granny's Day Care Center)
In surrounding states, it is 1-800But Linder stressed that the
Under
Is
626-2911.
computer, while making important recommendations and
Further information conobservations, will be used only
conshow
and
art
cerning
the
16th 8. Farmer
Tenn.,— as an aid to classification. Final
test may be had by contacting
NASHVILLE,
753-1994
Donna Jo Rogers, Kentucky Kuhn's-Big K Stores, Corp, evaluation and decision as to
Drop In Service
Department of Parks, Frank- operator of 69 Big K discount institutional assignments still
fort,
Ky. 40601; phone ( 502) 564- department stores and 26 will be made by the
Openings
We Hove
7160.
Kuhn's Variety stores, has classification officer.
A number of classification
reported that its sales for
officers
contacted in a recent
increased
21.7
per
cent
August
itt,wittilbARMINIMIMMIVIMImleis*Ito
survey generally agreed with
over the same month in 1974.
Jack w. Kuhn, president, said Linder's claim that the new
will
make
the
sales for August reached system
$16,167,026, up from $13,279,215 classification process more
reported for the same month in efficient—while, as one officer
put it, "leaving enough of the
1974.
Sales for the first eight human element in the decision
months of 1975 amounted to making."
None of the officers expressed
$97,934, 553, an increase of 14.2
per cent over the $85,694,665 for any fear of being replaced by a
the corresponding period a year computer—a common feeling
among some workers when
ago.
Kuhn's-Big K Stores Corp. computers suddenly start
operates its 95 Discount taking over job duties,
Department stores and Variety especially in times of high
units in a seven-state region unemployment.
Beginning Sept. 29
consisting of Tennessee,
Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi and
Missouri. On August 22, 1975,
the Company closed its Lenoir
City, Tennessee Kuhn's Variety
Store following the expiration of
the unit's lease. In the same
period a year ago, Kuhn's-Big R
Stores Corp. operated 65 Big K
outlets and 27 Kuhn's Variety
stores.
753-4141
Highway 641 N.
Kuhn's-Big K Stores Corp.
stock is listed oq the American
Stock Exchange (Ticker
Symbol: KBK ).
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by Charles Frace'

*SINCERELY YOURS
by Don Ensor

Recession could
be record maker

*CHEETAH
by Ray Harm

The 1974-75 recession could
turn out to be record-breaking in more than one respect.
When all the statistics are
in, it may rank not only as the
deepest recession of the postWorld War II era but also as
the shortest in duration.

*BIRDS IN BLUEGRASS
by Charles Harper
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"Oct. 6
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Sept.19

15,000
Sept.12
12,000

Sept. 5

9,000

Special Luncheon Menu

A. M.
Monday Through Friday

CUIflUB

ilestaurant

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

All we can
tell you is that
men who
don't smoke
live about
6years longer
than men who
dosmoke:

If you want someone
to help you stop smoking
cigarettes. contact your
American Cancer—Society.

Now Has A Local Number

3,000

DEADLINE: OCTOBER 6, 1975

Get the Fever!
Sponsored As A community Service by

PEOPLES

('

For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

753-6434

6,000
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Leader Says Problems Trying
Patience Of Jefferson )
People
term,

LOUISVILLE, KY (AP) — A
black leader says transportation problems in the newly
desegregated Louisville-Jefferson County schools are trying
the patience of parents and students.
"There are a lot of bugs in
• the system, a lot of kinks thie

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received
their home delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. tu insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
6 p.m.

have got to be worked out,"
said Lyman T. Johnson, president of the Louisville chapter of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People.
"One is we've got to work out
a system by which we pick up
these black kids who are ready
willing and able—and desirius, that's the main point—desirous of going on these buses,"
he said.
Bus schedule problems were
to be expected, Johnson acknowledged in a recent interview.
U.S. District Judge James F.
Gordon issued the desegregation order in July, requirmg that busing start when the
merged city and county school
system opened Sept. 4 for the

Register To Vote
AT THE CALLO WAY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
You must be registered by October 6, 1975
in order to vote in the November Election

You deserve d choice
There is a Republican Party in Calloway County

REGISTER REPUBLICAN
his mil 4,1-11,emeill paid for I.%I, Ii ii (..

(mile,

fall
School officials had less than
two months to draw up plans
for the busing of 22,600 of the
system's 124,000 students.
Gordon met with school officials to discuss the problem
Wednesday, and he is expected
to issue a statement on the
matter soon.
School Supt. Ernest Grayson
and Deputy Supt. Vito M. Bruccieri said they think transportation problems can be
smoothed out when buses now
on order arrive.
School board attorney John
Fulton said he -expects Gordon's statement will be directed
at public and school officials,
outlining the problems and
making a plea for patience as
resolutions are sought.
"Across the conununity there
are transportation problems,
but a majority have come from
The black community," Fulton
said.
"It's a hollow victory if they
win the right to good education
and then the system does not
provide for the simple matter
of getting them to the place
where they are entitled to go,"
he said.
"Patience has a tendency to
rtui thin sometimes," Johnson
said.

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
September 26, 27 & 28

12 Lindy's Hamburgers
$169
Compare Price - Quality - Service

Open 7 Days,9:30-Midnight
"Visit Our Game Room"
1201 Chestnut

753-1314

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate intelligence committee hearings have raised the issue of whether the CIA is
above the law because it is a secret intelligence agency. The
panel also plans public hearings next month on the CIA's
mail-opening program following the disclosure Wednesday
that the agency opened the mail of some prominent
Americans, including a letter to Richard M. Nixon before he
became president. The CIA's mail-surveillance program,
which operated from 1952 to 1973, also intercepted letters to
or from Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey, DMinn.,and Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho,_chairman of the comittee.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The prospects for a new
Panama Canal Zone treaty appear more remote today
following House action aimed at retaining full U.S. control
over the waterway. Just 24 hours after a violent demonstration at the U.S. embassy in Panama, the House of
Representatives served notice it will settle for nothing less
than continued undiluted U.S. control over the waterway.
The House, for the second time in three months, voted Wednesday to deny the State Department funds for surrendering
any of the privileges the United States now has in the 500square-mile area. The vote was 203 to 197.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Ford administration says
the financial condition of New York City has no direct effect
on the rest of the country and the federal government will not
bail the city out of its monetary crisis. Mayor Abraham D.
Beame, backed by the 14 mayors who make up the U.S. Conference of Mayors executive committee, pleaded for help for
New York before a congressional committee and in a
meeting with Ford. Beame said the meeting with the
President was "disappointing."
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Shooting in Beirut tapered
off today after a night of numerous cease-fire violations,
but
many of the city's residents stayed off the streets because
of
snipers. "Security conditions are generally good," police
headquarters announcid. But there was sporadic shooting in
the suburbs and in the central business district around Martyr's Square. Traffic began to appear again in downtown
Beirut, and warring right-wing Christians and left-wing
Moslems were removing barricades and gun emplacements
frpinsuburaan combat zones.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Medical Association is calling on the state for
help in solving the malpractice
insurance problems that face
doctors in the state.
The group's House of Delegates approved a proposal
Wednesday night calling for
formation of an insurance pool
to ge funded out of -the state's
general tax revenue.
Under the proposal, doctors
would be required to carry a
minimum of $100,000 of ma!,
practice insurance, and the
pool would pay settlements in
excess of that amount.
The delegates. gathered in
Louisville for the association's
annual convention this week,
also approved a resolution
Wednesday night calling for a
levy of up to $50 per member
That money would go to finance activities in Frankfort
concerning malpractice insurance legislation.
The group heard from the
president of the Indiana state
medical association, Dr. Gilbert
M. Wilhelmus of Evansville,
who urged that they use the
medical association "like a union" when dealing with legislators.
Indiana's state legislature
passed malpractice insurance
legislation this year.
An assistant secretary of the
US. Department of 'Health.
Education and Welfare, Dr
Theodore
Cooper, complimented the Kentucky Medical Association for "taking
careful and creative looks" at
health care problems.

GOSPEL MEETING
September 26 thru 28
7th & Poplar Church of Christ

'V

Everyone Welcome
pA

Cooper praised the association's work in developing
ideas for solving malpractice
insurance problems and for
dealing with comprehensive
health planning.
"All problems, cannot be
solved with edicts from Washington," Cooper said.
A Lexington surgeon, Dr. David A. Hull, took over the presidency of the KMA Wednesday,
succeeding Dr. Hoyt Gardner of
Louisville.

Growing Net Of Evidence Threatens
To Draw Patty Into More Troubles
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
growing net of evidence of murder, robbery and bombings is
touching the radical comrades
of Patricia Hearst, threatening
to draw,the newspaper heiress
into more legal troubles.
Authorities want to find three
of her companions for questioning about a brutal bank robbery that ended in murder, a
source close to the investigation
confirmed Wednesday.
There were also reports that
marked money taken in that
April bank robbery near Sacramento was found in the apartment where Miss Hearst and
fellow fugitive Wendy Yoshimura were arrested here last
week.
Other law enforcement officials said that the Symbionese
Liberation Army — which kidnaped Miss Hearst and then,
she said, converted her — and
its allies were responsible for a
series of terrorist bombings in
the San Francisco Bay area
and were planning more attacks.
The three radicals federal
agents want to question are
James Kilgore and Kathy and
Josephine Soliah. With the Soliahs' brother, Steve, now in
custody, the three have been
linked with the April 21 holdup
of a Crocker Bank branch in
the Sacramento suburb of Carmichael.
Soliah, 27, was arrested along
with Miss Hearst and was in-

dicted Wednesday for hiding
her, at the time she was a federal fugitive, in a San Francisco apartment that authorities say he rented.
Authorities believe the other
three went underground after
the arrests of Miss Hearst, Soliah, Miss Yoshimura and SLA
members William and Emily
Harris.
During the Carmichael robbery, one of four ski-masked
robbers fatally wounded a female customer, apparently
without reason. Then the robbers went behind the bank
counter and stomped on the
heads of persons they had ordered to the floor.
Police also said they believe
a fifth person waited outside
the bank in a second getaway
car. The bandits fled with
$15,000.
A law enforcement source
told The Associated Press that
the fingerprints of Soliah and
Kilgore, 27, were found on the
getaway cars in the Carmichael
holdup.
CBS News reported Wednesday night that marked bills taken in the Carmichael bank robbery were found in the apartment where Miss Hearst was
arrested. CBS also said that a
FBI sketch of a woman linked
to the robbery resembled Miss
Hearst.
The FBI and other officials
rifused to comment on the re-poi's.

HOMECOMING.1975
Murray High School
Friday, September 26
Dress In Clothes from...
(
_J7 inff 5
The Store For Men
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open Mon.-Thurs. 10-6
Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-6

e.

In another development, the
San Francisco police department dropped its warrants
seeking the 'arrests of the Soliah sisters, Kathy „.„28, and
Josephine, 24, for investigation
of explosives and illegal weapons violations.
"After consulting with the
district attorney; we decided
we did not have'enough evidence, so the search was called
off," said Police Sgt. Victor Rykoff.
Soliah, a house painter and
friend of Kilgore, was also indicted on a charge of being an
accessory after the fact to an
SLA robbery of a San Francisco branch of the Hibernia
Bank on April 15, 1974.
I
f

Not9pe,or two,or

thr4e

Seven
Dazzling
Diamon
ds
Set

to look like one big diamond

only $ 1 10
We haven't raised our prices.
we hav•n't low•r•ra our
quality. You can still buy
b•autiful dramonds at our -.
usual low price We acquired
those diamonds before the re.
cent pric• incr
So we
can offer you the rkspuisite
loveliness of not one. or two.
or three but seven sparkling
diamonds for only wage
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Patty Finally Separated From Last Remnants Of Terrorists
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
With her Syrnbionese Liberation Army cohorts moved to
another jail, Patricia Hearst finally was separated today from
all remnants of the tiny band of
terrorists that kidnaped her 19
months ago.

The newspaper heiress remained in a nearby county jail,
while William and Emily Harris, her fugitive comrades during much of the period since
her iddnaping Feb. 4, 1974, were
in Los Angeles, awaiting arraignment on 18 state felony

counts.
Until Wednesday night Miss
Itearst and Mrs. Harris shared
aajoining cells at the San
Mateo County Jail, where they
and Harris had been held since
their capture a week ago. The
two women frequently played

cards to kill time, jail officials
said.
Miss Hearst, who Wednesday
ordered her occupation on jail
records changed from “urban
guerrilla" to "not employed,"
will stay at the jail while her
attorneys fight to have her

Fresh Catfish
(Kentucky Lake)

Any Way You Like Them

teaks or -Fiddlers
This Friday-Saturday-Sunday

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Steaks
or..
1 Pound Fiddlers
With Hushpuppies, Cole Slaw,French
Fries, White Beans

'269
ThTalace

All You Can Eat

"Always Open 24 Hours"

PEANU

IT MUST
BE AFTER
5)X..

THIS HAPPENS ALL
THE TIME!

MY APPETiTE 15 EARLY...
A4q 6UPF'ER IS LATE...

..AN O I'M CAU6HT
IN THE MIDDLE.'

freed on bail.
Her attorney, Terence Hallinan, said Miss Hearst gave
"urban guerrilla" as her occupation because she "felt pressured and couldn't think of anything else."
Meanwhile, the FBI found a
day-to-day diary containing intimate details of SLA activities
in the apartment where the
Harrises were captured, the
San Francisco Chronicle reported today.
The diary contained detailed
haadwritten notes on the April
15, 1974 bank robbery in which
Miss Hearst faces charges and
describes an incident outside a
Los Angeles sporting goods
store in which Harris ahnost
was captured, the newspaper
said,
Earlier Wednesday, a federal
grand jury indicted a 27-yearold house painter who had been
linked by revolution and romance to Miss Hearst. The
grand jury charged Steven
Frederick Soliah with hiding
the 21-year-old newspaper heiress from the law's tightening
noose.
Meanwhile, three
psychiatrists and a psychologist
prepared to probe the mind of
the young woman who repudiated her parents as "pigs" in
a taped communique from the
underground and then embraced them after her capture.
In Los Angeles, the Mw-rises
face charges of kidnaping, robbery, car theft and assault with
intent to commit murder. They
stem from a shooting at a Los
Angeles sporting gpoda store on
M'16,TM
Federal weapons charges
against the two were dropped
Tuesday, clearing the way for
their early prosecution in Los
Angeles. The $500,000 bail on
federal charges was replaced
by a $500,000 bail on the state
counts.

Crossword Puzzler

WRTI:114$

Because Soliah aided Miss
Hearst, the grand jury also said
he became an accessory after
the fact to an April 15, 1974,
bank robbery of a San Francisco bank — a charge carrying
a maximum penalty of 12/
1
2
years and a fine of $5,000.
Authorities said Soliah rented
the apartment where he, Miss
Hearst and another radical,
Wendy Yoshimura, were arrested last Thursday, climaxing
America's most bizarre kidnaping case. Miss Yoshimura is
being held in Oakland on
charges of illegal pa geo4ion of
explosives.
Miss Hearst's romantic links
to Soliah were unexpectedly revealed at her federal bail hear:4 when a Prosecutor played a
taped conversaton between her
and a friend in jail.
"I lived with him. I finally
saw him in jail. They let me
kiss him," said Miss Hearst.
Steven Weed, who lived with
Miss Hearst before the kidnaping and later was spurned by
her, has not yet visited her in
jail. But he said he was glad
she signed an affidavit in which
she said she nearly was driven
insane by her captors.
"The main thing that I was
happy to hear about is that she
is going to allow that kind of
defense, that she is going to go
that way," Weed said in a telephone interview.
Whether such a line of defense will be successful in getting her out on bail depends on
how well Miss Hearst can stand
up to prosecutian.....questions
about her affidavit And Whetii:
er Miss Hearst will be permitted to answer those questions depends on the findings of
four court-appointed experts.
Radical groups, meanwhile,
said they doubted the sincerity
of Miss Hearst's affidavit.
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i Legal Notice

NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of final
settlement of accounts
was on September 22, 1975
filed by Gertrude White,
Administratrix of the
estate of Dorothy Oliver,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.

NOTICE
In accordance with
Statutes,
Kentucky
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
Settlement of accounts
was on September n,1975
filed by Ivergene Dublin,
Executrix of the estate of
Lloyd T. Dublin, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to tile any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

NOTICE
In accordance with
Statutes,
Kentucky
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on September 22, 1975
filed by Gertrude White,
Administratrix of the
estate of Mary Lamb,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person 4estingttville any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: 'Judith Ainley, D.C.

NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
Settlement of accounts
was on September 22,1975
filed by Hafford G. Sills,
Executor of the Estate of
Cecil W. Sills, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
deldr1r4-40criget-IMIVArtitception thereto will do so
on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on September M,1975
filed by Nelle Outland,
Executrix of the estate of
F. Beale Outland, Jr.,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
a By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on September 22, 1975
filed by Wells Overbey,
Executor of the estate of
Octa Geurin, Dec'd and
that the same has been
approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

1 GA

NOTICE
In accordance with
Statutes,
Kentucky
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on September 22,1975
filed by Frank Parrish,
Executor of the estate of
Wm. Emper Parrish,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
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NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settlement of accounts was
on September 22, 1975
filed by Freida Sue Kline,
Executrix of the estate of
Howard P. Kline, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975,
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley,- D.C.

NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25:195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of ae.'
counts was on September
22, 1975 filed by James
MWer, Executor of the
estate of Ethel Miller,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25:200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of accounts was on September
22, 1975 filed by L.
Dewward Cook, Executor
of the estate of Gilbert A.
Parks, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to
lie Over for exceptions.
Any person desiring to file
any exception thereto will
do so on or before October
27, 1975 or be forever
barred. Witness my hand
this 22 day of September,
1975.
By MIrvin Harris
Courtly Ceurt Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
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1 Legal Notice

2. Notice

NOTICE
In accordance with
kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on September 22, 1975
filed by Frieda Hayden
Cothran, Executrix of the
estate of Rebecca Maud
Holland, Dec'd and that
the same has been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered
filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so
on or before October 27,1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
NOTICE
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final
settlement of accounts
was on September 22,1975
filed by Glen Eaker,
Executor of the estate of
Scott Cook Settle, Dec'd
"end- -Vint.-the same lits
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before October 27,
1975 or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22
day of September, 1975.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Kentucky
By: .Judith Airiley,• D.C.

If You
Need Them:
Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Comprehensive Care..,
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The ledger
& Times

I

Murray Coins
And Antiques

opposite bus station.
108 North
6th Street
753-0140.
JARMAN
SHOES

KING'S DEN
Southside Shopping Center
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Notice
It is that time of year
again, when everyone
should consider whether
that chain-saw that has
been in storage all summer will run, or maybe
it needs a new chain, or
a new sprocket, or
maybe you just need
that right oil formula for
mixing with fuel. What
every your needs may
be for chain-saw parts &
accessories, we have it
AND AT A PRICE YOU
CAN AFFORT TOO! We
also have the PIONEER
CHAINSAWS,one of the
best quality, fastest cutting saws on market
today. So come in right
away to
East Side

BOX 2523
EVANSVILLE. IND 47 7 l 4
Now

Oty
State
Plume
Please give directions
Morning. Noon or Evening

WILL DO HOUSECLEANING for you. Call 753-4917.

Small Engine
Wallas,44 Fest
Murray, Ky.
753-4431

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication

Jack Frost is just around the corner!
For fast service on cleaning and servicing your furnace

Call

Morris Refrigeration
253-7205

202 Main

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER A TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
Sports
75379l8
Retail Display advertising
753-19 /9
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917

CARING IS sharing. We
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.
CLEARANCE SALE: tO
per cent off on all craft
supplies and some gift
items. New merchandise.
Little Red House of
Crafts. Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday.
WATKINS PARTY PLAN
is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 7534284. •

5. Lost And Found
FOUND - RED and white
spotted bird dog, red
collar. Call 753-8803.
LOST - WHITE, black and
brown female walker
coon dog. Tatoo in the left
ear - R.H.O. Call Z. B.
Crouse, 753-7386.
LOST DOG'- Red miniature
male dachsund, wears a
red plaid toiler. Lost in
the vicinity of Midway.
He's on daily medication
and must be found. There
will be a reward. Call 7533381 daytime and 753-7879
after 5 p. m.
FOUND - 4 to 6 month old
female, part Beagle.
Black
and
white
markings, wearing red
collar. Found on MSU
campus. Call'7534307.
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.

Address

ley, D.C.
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LIKE TO make "Adventures in the Bible" the
RIGHT WAY! Call Dr.
David Roos about making
a 15 day Holy Land trip,
this corning June, 1976(
with
Meier's
International Study League.
Call 75.3L3824.

19. Farm Equipment

14 Want To Buy

SET OF International
K-E
SUPPLY
needs
Library et Piano Music
commission
salesman.
books. Published dates,
Phone 744-6150 Win1958 or 1964. Call 753-1898.
chester, Kentucky.
WANTED: SECRETARY. SMALL 4' Bushhog with or
Shorthand and typing
without stump jumper.
required. Send resume to
Call 437-4644.
Box 577.

22. Musical

26 TV Radio

COMBINES - 1972 IHC 615, BALDWIN PIANOS and
1967 IHC 403, 1969 IHC 503,
organs. Rent to purchase
1972 Deere 4400, 1973 IHC
plan. Lonardo Piano
715, 1973 Gleaner F, 1969
Company, across from
M.F. 410, 1970 M.F. 410.
Post
Office,
Paris,
Freeman Machinery Co.
Tennessee. Also The
Highway 51 North, Troy,
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Tennessee. Call 901-9322151.
Kentucky.

ir 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.

26. TV Radio
50' T.V. Tower and antenna
rotor and controls. Call
753-9780

24. Miscellaneous

2. Notice

Clerk,
• Ken-

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

200 Cash Rebate
On New Truck
Load of

Wurlitzer Pianos

ris
Clerk,
Ken-

B Music
J AChestnut
St.

ey, D.C.

Murray - 753-7575

6. Help Wanted
HOSTESS FOR Watkins
Party Plans. Call 7535550.

Sales Person
Must be experienced on
Cash Register. Apply in
person, Vernon's Inc:
Olympic Plaza, Murray
Kentucky 42071.

8 Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
bullding 8 x 10, $388.00. 8x
12 1432.00, 8 x 16, 1576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage_sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located
on
Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

9 Sitaations Wanted
I AM 63, retired and would
like a part time job as a
Janitor, security guard or
anything. Call 753-6825.
WILL DO odd jobs, minor
repairs, light carpentry,
yard work, farm work, or
what have you. Call 7534138.
10 Business Opportunity
FOR SALE: The Little Red
House of Crafts. Fixtures
and inventories. Option to
lease building. kt mile
east of Barkley Bridge on
Highway 68. Call 924-5361.
Glenn and Betty Helm.

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
Esir La Business For Yourself
Full (Jr Part Time

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
'To Service Stores-Dealers
Racks of Bycycle Parts
No Expenence necessary. as Company will turn over accounts for you
to supply and service, established in
your munediate area by Company,
for Si MBA BICYCLE PARTS-ACCES. This at this time is a
BOOMING INDUSTRY and the accounts you will service shall be
located in Hardware, Vanety Super
Markets, Bicycle, Discount, and
College Book Stores, etc;
Profit POTENTIAL is virtually
unlimited, our records show that
HI5.00 and more for each day worked
is a very conservative figure and
estimate
A 94595 00 iNVEIVTORY (immediate investment puts you in
your own business Right Now
WRITE TODAY (include phone
number I
SIMBA SALES CORP
3552 Witte Street
Philadelphia, Pa 19134

12. Insurance
HEALTH,LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.

PAINT FORMAN,requires
supervisory experience
and working knowledge of
INSURANCE
oil base paints for apHomeowners,
farplication to fabricated
mowners,
mobile
steel products. Salary
homeowners, low rates
commensurate
with excellent claim
service.
ability and experience.
Gallotvay Insurance and
Complete company paid
Realty, Phone 7S3-5842,
fringe benefits. Send
Murray, Ky.
resume
and
salary
history in complete
confidence to Robert
Connolly, personnel
assistant,
Paducah
Marine
Ways,
101
Washington,
St.,
Paducah, Ky. 42001. An
equal opportunity employer.

If you're a
good driver,
Icon

327 or 283 Chevrolet engine.
Call 753-1541 after 4 p.m.

VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.

MASTER
MECHANIC
requires
supervisory
experience, dealing with
electrical and mechanical
maintenance
and
machine shop operation.
Marine experience
helpful. Salary commensurate with ability
and experience. Complete
company paid fringe
benefits. Send resume
and salary history in
complete confidence to
Robert Connolly, personnel assistant, Paducah
Marine
Ways,
101
Washington St., Paducah,
Ky. 42001. An equal opportuniteremployer
MANAGER for local
restaurant. Full time. 6
days a week. Call 1753602!

•

Phone 753-0489

27 Mobile Home Sales
1963 MOBILE HOME, 12 x
60, all electric, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
$4,000.00 or best offer.
Call 753-8654.

aid

St

Wholesale Prices
TV Service
Center
Central Shopping
Center
Phone'753-5865

NEW 1974 Mobile Home.
All electric, central heat.
Never been lived in, with
service pole. Call 753-2204.
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat and air,
carpeted
throughout,
refrigerator and stove,
electric fireplace, underpinned, excellent
condition. Call 753-9816.

'Neal
'Estate
By Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and ThurfNan Real Estate

Let House Cut Tax Bill
Your home should be,
besides your nest of dreams,
an income tax saver. From
the moment you take title to
the day you turn over the
key to the next inhabitants,
you are endowed with opportunities to minimize your
ta. bit
While you-kiwn the home,
your two major annual
deductions are property
taxes and the interest on the
mortgage. These can be
considerable deductions.
Keep in mind that it
doesn't matter whether you
pay property taxes directly
or through an escrow account held by the bank. In
either case, you deduct the

sum actuaNy paid to the
local taxing authority.
Also, using part of your
home for business purposes
constitutes a deduction for
that portion of the home expenses used for the
business. It is based on the
square footage of space
used for business.

N there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone or
drop in at PtiRDOM
T KORMAN REAL ESTATE.
407 Maple St., Murray.
Phone: 753-4451. We're here
to help!

Chestnut St
16. Home Furnishings
WASHER AND dryer. $50
Call 753-6392 or 753-9727

G.E. DRYER. white, in
good condition Call 7536015.

CKER
BUY NOW! SAVE FOREVER
and look at the properties we offer.

•

WALNUT ANTIQUE
corner cupboard. Cherry
Jackson Press. Marbletop
round 36" table. Call 7534399.
RED EARLY American
couch. $75.00. Call 7533960 after 5 p.m.
USED GAS range, in good
condition. Call 436-2516. _
PLAID BROWN Kroehler
couch. Perfect condition.
$125. Call 753-7791.

KIRBY VACUUM September Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
of
purchase
every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
r day.

SET OF Massey Perguson
14" plows. 1966 Buick
Electra, 2 door hard tkp,
low mileage -44,500 miles.
$325. See at 828 South 4th
St. or call 753-7143.
AMEN DEERE wheat drill
Call 435-4249

•

Small cottage, needs some repair, nestled on two
large waterfront lots. We'll be glad to show you its
possibilities.

REALTOR

DRYER,
FRIGIDAIRE
vinyl sofa. Cal: 435-4318 or
7534109.
MAPLE COL:CH and
matching chair, gold
fabric. See at 802 North
20th after 5 00 p.m. $125
or best offer.

Considering building? Our lot listings range in
location from town to lake. Let us know what you
need.

DONALD R.

EARLY AMERICAN living
room suit. Gold, good,
clean condition. $98. Call
489-2141.

19. Farm Equipment

Ronnie Ross
210E Main

TV Towers
Antennas

$3.65

Murray
Home &
Auto

ELECTROLUX • SliLES
.and service Call Tony
Montgomery,
7534760,
day or night.

The sooner you call,
the sooner you save.

TWO STORY oak log barn
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.

HEATERS,
II FOOT DISC wheel type, WOOD
automatic,
cast iron fire
1960 Chevrolet truck with
box, brick lined, porcelin
camper can be seen at
enamel cabinet. $199.95.
Charles Beane home, 9
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
miles East of Murray on
Tenn.
the Irvan Cobb and
Pottertown cut-off.
LARGE
COMPLETE
dinner bell in excellent
condition. Call 753-2272. L.
15 Articles For Sale
NEW AND USED John
C. Hendon, 1603 Magnolia.
Deere planters, Allis2 BOYS Sport Coats. Size
Chalmers hard land
16. Excellent condition.
planter. Vinson Tractor -CHAINLINK
FENCING
Cheap. 753-4176.
Company, 753-4892.
installed or material only.
Custom made gates, Free
SPECIAL, Storm window
Estimate All Star Fence
and doors. Keep out cold 20. Sports
& Supply Co. Call Collect
Equipment
air,
plus
windows
Paris,642-6492 or 642-8947.
repaired and replaced, FORWARD SEAT
saddle
also insulated glass. 753for sale. Camille Baker, SPECIAL SALE, Mirrors,
• framed and custom cut to
0,.. &eat---Ca41-767-21113fe
0980 or 7
Wright Glass Co. 319 S
size plus glass furniture
4th St., Murray.
teps.„753-0980. or 753-11176.,_
- '1975 .DEETA- PRO BASS
Kent Wright-Glass Co-.,
'boat.
85
Mercury Locator, 319 North 4th Street,
ONE 320 Gallon fuel oil
trolling motor, power
tank and stand, antique
Murray.
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753victrola and baby cradle.
3226 after 4.
Phone 753-3934.
220 ELECTRIC Heater.
Used approximately 2
4 STACK electric heater,
hours, perfect condition.
Call 753-8553.
$20. 2 full size box springs
and mattress, new, $20 MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
organ, guitar, clarinet ltn H.P. Sta-Rite Deep well
each. Nice feather bed,
and accordion. J. di B.
and
$10. Flat top trunk, $10.
pipes
pump,
Music, Call 753-7575.
strainers. Used one
Call 436-2383.
month. $275.00. Call 435TAKE
UP
monthly
4217.
Poian Chain
payment of $18.05 on
console color T.V. Stereo
Saws
console for $9.02 a month.
Prestone Antilreere
at
J & B Music. Call 753-7575.
gal.
PIANO TUNING, repair
Murray Home
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
8. Auto
for sale. Ben Dyer 753Chestnut St.
8911.

probably

save you
money on car
insurance

MOUNTED ONE Row
Ford corn picker, picked
70 acres. Call 753-7654
after 7 p.m.

1 ADMIRAL Console, 8
track tape player. Portable black and white T.V.
with stand. Good price.
Call 753-3384.

Ready to Make A Move?
One of our Listings
Is Right for You!

& beautiful - 2 story log cabin located at
1613 West Main. Features 5 bedrooms dr warm
decor. Call 7534342for additional details.
Immaculate kinvestment priced - 6 spacious rooms
& 2 fireplaces highlight this home, located on 10th
Street. Must see to appreciate.
Roomy enough for the largest family-tri-level in a
good location. Many unusual features including fenced patio and a small orchard.
Bargain priced at $10,600 - close to all conveniences
and includes 3 bedrooms and 2 baths.
Executive home in exclusive neighborhood - super
equipped with all extras; even includes fire and
burglar alarms. In addition to unusual decor.
Reasonably priced to beat inflation - let us show you
this large, older home in a downtown location spacious with many extras features including an
unusual entrance- way.
Western cedar and brick outside - warm and contemporary inside. Call 753-4342 to view.
Comfortable 3 bedroom brick in a quiet neigh=
borhood - tastefully decorated and landscaped - 817
N. 20th.
Good business location and ready-made profit - 8
stall clean-up shop renting for $300 month and
duplex renting for $150 month on 2 acres. Call for additional details.

4

Year-round retreat on the main lake - brick and
cedar exterior - tastefully decorated interior
Floating dock and outstanding landscape design.
Harris Grove Area - 5 acres and 2 or 3 bedroom
frame house with outbuildings equipped with running water and electricity. Seven minutes from
town.
45 Acres -25 tendable with good outbuildings and a 3
bedroom country home. Farm has stock barn,
tobacco barn, crib and other outside storage. Perfect retreat or working farm.
Wiswell Rd. - 17 acres of good development proper!'
ty. Approximately three blocks from Johnny Robertson Rd.
121 South about 8 miles from town and we have
listed 60 acres with good highway frontage; 30 acres
tendable, presently in beans.
Older country home to rent or purchase. Purchase
includes 60 acres, stock ponds; property is located
in a quiet setting.
Estate Sale - 40 acres and 2 bedroom farm house.
Located in good farming area. Call 753-4342 for
more information

Newly Listed
Thirty-five acres on the Kirby-Jennings trail. Perfect retreat with unlimited privacy - call 753-4342.
If you want to live on the lake - this spacious bri(:)(
home is what you need for year-round comfort - 3
bedrooms in this energy saver - call 753-4342 for
more details. ,

We have customers for property

like yours. Call
today to list with the
professional realtor -.753-4342

DONALD R.

UCKER

Industrial zoning in prime location-20 acres, 100%
fenced with livable home on North 4th St.
2 and 3 Bedroom duplexes - on large lots reasonably priced, ready to make you money.

REALTOR

OFFICE HOURS
2'. Acres on 641 North with 3 stall clean-up shop.
Contact us soon,this one will-go fast.
Faculty apartments- includes 6 rented alifirtments
providing excellent investment return

Monday-Friday: 8-5, Saturday. 8-12
Doe Taker 153-1930; %soy Francis -153-6153
(Esulet lientireks • 153-163f, Pat Ainioronq 136-2111
502

Maple

753-4342
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ADVERTISE WHERE IT PAYS... CLASSIFIEDADS!
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE B'UY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trader
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 443-8226.

38. Pets Supplies

29 Mobile Home Rentals 32. Apartments For Rent
FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces
for families only. Call 7533855.

MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 7534668.

Announcing

National
Dog
Week

28. Heating & Cooling
TRAILER FOR rent near
university and downtown.
Call 753-8138.

Ashley
[Wood Burning

September
22-29

TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Married
couples. Call Lowell King
753-3810.

We're celebrating with
10% off on all dog supplies

30 Business Rentals

Heaters
AT

GREEN'S BODY Shop, 2 BEDROOM apartment.
Can be seen at 416 North
suitable for cars and
St. after 5 p.m.
8th
121 Bypass
trucks. Highway 121
South. Route 5, Murray.
Hours:
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
APARTFURNISHED
So. 5th
Call 436-5560.
Murray,
Ky.
MENTS. One or two
bedrooms Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th AKC BLUE Doberman
puppy, 12 weeks old, all
Street. 753-6609.
shots, $300.00. Can be seen
Sat., Sept. 27, 11:00
by appointment only. Call
753-7429.
or Rent
At Troy Butler Farm located 2 miles North of Coldwater on Coldwater and Bockusburg Rood. Turn north
ice large furnished
FOUR PARAKEETS with
at Bazzell's Super Market.
partment for 3, 4 or 5
cages. Two milk cans.
Platform rocker, couch & chair, 2 bedroom suits,
irls.
Wicker couch. Call 7532 breakfast tables & chairs, chifferobe, lamps,
Phone
2669.
chest, kerosene stove, oil drum & tank, antiques,
753-5865
electric wires, radios, clocks, glassware, bicycles,
.•
or
refrigerator,
iron
beds,
safes,
chairs, space heater,
753-5108
ow.
treadle Singer sewing machine, section harrow,
r
Allis Chalmers tractor, mowing machine, coon foot
BEDROOM Apartment.
2
harrow, milk cooler, rake, wagon, fence posts, lots
All carpet, disposal,
of farm tools.
dishwasher,
range,
Other items too numerous to mention. Too maw it and
REDUCED ,
hook-up,
washer-dryer
we probably hove it. Not rospoashle h has of acAKC Mete
central heat and air,
St. gerifflik.
Patio- $150,-Cilk11 4637:75W,

Pet World

Purdom's Inc.

AUCTION SALE:

triad All Shots and Worrtungs

Wayne Wilson
Charles Thompson,
Auctioneers

TWO
DUPLEX
bedroom, central heat
and air, also body shop.
Call 753-7850.

For Rent

Clocks-Clocks-Clocks
All solid wood hand-made
ammuNG--qp

COO-PENDULUM WIND
CHAIN WIND

These clocks are reproductions of Regular Clocks,
School Clocks, Court House Clocks and Mantle Clocks.
Ley-Awerp
90 Days same as cash with approved credit

Murray Furniture Mart
Court Square

753-8676

2 Bedroom Apartments
Stove,
refrigerator,
water furnished, all
electric, central heat
and air.
Start at '115 month, no
Pets
Murray Manor
Apartments
753-8668

5
9999

1151.00

Also Available AKC
Registered Cocker
Spaniels and Norwegian
Elkhounds and Siamese
Kittens

Pet World

*

121 Bypass
Wormy, Cy.

PALAMINO MARE, 4
years old. Very gentle,
handles good. Call 7676106.

40 Produce

41. Public Sales
YARD SALE, Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday. 9
to 4. Glassware, bottles,
misc. 709 Sycamore.
THE
GARAGE
sale
Manual. How to organize,
sell, buy for most profit.
Includes antiques, auctions, flea markets, artscrafts shows. Treated
with humor. $6.00. 105 S.
14th St. Call 753-5964.
2 PARTY Carport Sale,
Saturday,September 27th
from 9 to 6 , 1701 Dodson
Ave. Lots of children's
clothing and toys.
FLEA
MARKET,
American Legion Hall.
September 27th 7 a.m. till
? Twin beds, double bed,
clothes, odds and ends.
YARD , SALE, 6 party,
Friday and Saturday,8:30
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 208 Elm
St.
YARD SALE at corner of
6th St. and Sycamore 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday,
September 27th. Antique
glass, clothing, some
furniture, rail lamp, and
odds and ends of all kipds.
BIG "17" Party Variety
- cafpork
live plants, and many
more goodies. Saturday,
September 27 at 7 a.m.
Old Murray Paris Road.
1st black top road. Follow
the signs.
CARPORT SALE, 213
South 16th St. from 7 to 1,
Saturday, September 27th
Items of interest for men,
women and children.

Yard Sale
Fri. and Sot.
Sept. 26 L 27
Clothes: Infants and
adults, boys and girls like new: numerous toys
and household items;
Special on Rotary Tiller

1971 /
1
2 TON Ford transmission, radiator, 390
intake and carburator.
1303 Peggy
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
Ann Drive
chair, lion head, back
behind Uncle Jeff's)
ONE BEDROOM furnished
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
10:00 to 5:00
apartment. Located by
White Hall $105.00 per 41 Public Sales
month, Part of utilities,
couples prefered. Phone YARD SALE, Saturday,
753-3805.
September 27th, 7 to 4. 5
party, 423 S. 10th St. NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
33. Rooms For Rent
within view of Highway
Books, puzzles, ladies and
641. Estate of Alfred
big men clothing, bottles,
HAVE ROOMS in a country
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
coat racks, glassware,
home. Connie Lampe.
crochet Afgans,_ and
Call 436-2510.
TO BUY or sell Real
many other items.
Estate, call or see us at
34. Houses For Rent
GARAGE SALE, Aurora, 3 Fulton Young Realty, 408
family, brick house S. 4th, phone 753-7333. We
FOR
RENT,
three
have local and out of state
across from Hitching
bedroom house in town.
handle
Post, Saturday, Sep- buyers and
No pets. Call 753-0609.
tember 27th, 9 to 5 pini, property of all kinds, in
Brand name clothing, both Kentucky and
4 BEDROOM, unfurnished
furs,
antiques, bedroom Tennessee. We need your
two story house, 216 S.
suit, marble top, piano. listings now. Home
12th St. Call 753-0388 days,
phones: Fulton E. Young,
and 753-2738 nights.
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.
NICE 1 bedroom fully
furnished apt. on N. 18th
St. Available October 1st.
Call 435-4578.

46. Homes For Sale

44. Lots For Sale

We Now Stock...

141' FRONTAGE x 204'. JUST LISTED, *west of
Nice trees. On 641 South. Murray, a home that
For a new home or mobile could be a 3 or 4 bedroom,
den, 2 full baths, study,
home. Call 753-0774,.
oversize 2 car garage. All
brick with 1800 sq. ft. of
6. Homes For Sale
living area, on a 1 acre
lot, price to sell fast at
$31,900.00. Just call
IN NORTH Hills area of the
Moffitt Realty Co., 206 S.
city, this home features 3
13th St., 753-3597.
bedrooms, 1 bath, den and
kitchen
combination,
shag carpet, on 110' x 250'
lot for the reduced price TWO
four
STORY,
of $19,900. Contact Boyd.
bedroom brick, 2 full
Majors Real Estate, 105
baths, geparate dining
N. 12th or Call 753-8080.
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West
neighborhood.
Murray
Lots of trees, well landSTORY,
four
TWO
scapecl. Call 753-5249 for
bedroom brick, 2 full
appointment.
baths, separate dining
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West
neighborhood. HOME HUNTING? You
Murray
will find a large selection
Lots of trees, well landin all price ranges at
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
Wilson Realty, Auction
appointment.
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
FOUR BEDROOM, 3
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
in
house
baths,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753Gatesborough. Qualifies
1607, Ronnie Pea, 3452343, Loretta Jobs 753for a $2000 tax credit.
6079. Member M. L. S.
Phone 753-9208.

The

Mens Stote
901 Coldwater Rd.

Special Discounts
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
New Shipment

New Shipment

Leisure Leisure
Suits Shirts
Lots of

Denim Wear
Suits-Jean-Jack,0
Mens Short &
Long

Lots of Nice

Rain Coots

Sweaters

MEI=

The Blackfird
House
1804 Coldwater Road
Murray, Ky. 753-8660
Invites you to their Sale of
Art and Craft Materials
which include:
:350
Crewel Kits
Cross Stitch Embroidery Kits .... 3.50
Macrame' Cord ....'11",sr% $459,
Macrame' Beads
39'
si49
Macrame' Kits
Wood Plaques in a Variety of
44' up
Shapes and Sizes
See Our Special
Package of Plaques ... '1°°, sT",
79,SP° & up
Acrylic Paints
Robert Simmons Brushes ...60' lk up
Translucent for Transfer Art.. $1.85 up
S249
Mod Podge
srg pkg.
Decotiques
Decoupage Prints
50' up
Candle Making Materials
69'
Scent
$500
Wax 11 lb. Block. ..
$140
Scenic Sand 28 oz.
In Addition, see our
Ken Holland Limited Prints
Special-Extra Special on
Genuine Turquoise, Coral,
Silver and Gold Jewelry
& up
Rings
Watch Bands 8. Bracelets...'24" S. up
'15c* & up
Necklaces
Styles include Liquid Silver and Gold

Earrings

& up

Also see our Antiques, Unfinished Furniture, Plants
and Much Much More. Don't forget' Open Monday
through Saturday 9 to 5, Sunday 1-6. Come buy or
Browse and Meet your friends at the

Blackford House

37 Livestock

Supplies

CHICKENS, DUCKS,
Guinea Pheasants,
Bantams, fancy and old
favorites. Large selection, Hubert Alexander.
Phone 328-8563.
WANT TO rent pasture for
3 cows. Call 753-4716.
FIVE WEENING pigs.
Phone 436-2240.

38 Pets Supplies
PARADISE KENNELS Boarding and grooming,
pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.

The codersigoorl
sus at
public solo for cash Hue
following: 1971 Hobbs Itoofitr
TraMor, Sariol No. BLN 871520,
1970 Lanai Reiter Trokr •
Serial No. 31241, 1974 Itavaas
Rut Traitor, S•riol No. 74957,
1974 It
Flat Trailar, Serial
No. 74959, 1174 Ihrraos Flat
Traitor, Sariol Me. 71958,
1974 Ravens Rat TraBer, S•rial
No. 74713, 1974
Flat Trailer, facial No. 74710,
1973 Diamond Roo Tractor
Serial No 599171, 1172 lotorrootiorool Tractor, Serial M1.2
033130. At 2 o'cloci p. m., Oc,'Warr 1st, 1975 at Taylor
Meters at 303 Sae% 4th St.,
Murray, Ky Tb. vadortigooll
reserves rho right tobli

Associate Financial
Services Co., Inc.

NOTICE

ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY
Has opened a new store in Downtown Hazel,
Kentucky. Selling a complete line of

*Alcoa Siding
*Howmet Awning
*Free Standing and Built In MAIEXTIC wood burning fireplaces.
492-8647
Will Ed Bailey 492-8897
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
five
has
Sycamore
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
TWO BEDROOM,
basement tt mile from
lake, $12,500. Call 3548361.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.
FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail ( Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located ifs an exclusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric and phone are in
The area. Reasonab4
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street
Murray, 753-0101 or 7537531

:
4M 15

Antique Auction
Saturday September 27th. 10:00 a. m.
Rain or Shine
641 South 3 miles from
Murray, Kentucky at my home.
I pion to sell all day and things,o9isted if possible
Offering 2 walnut and 3 oth4 wood bedsteads,
large nice dresser, childs pidgeon hole desk, hotel
des, marble top coffee table, 2 old high chairs, hand
made water and dining tables, 2 hand made house
doors, walnut and oak dining chairs, bent wood and
other chairs, child and adult rockers, box top
sewing machine(sews) wardrobe,2 nice wooden ice
boxes, 2 metal boxes, dolls and furniture, 2 dought
trays and rolling pens, cook stove, Fatso laundry
stove, junk wood heaters, good electric heaters,
trunks and lots more.
Copper kettles, coal hod, phone parts, cut glass,
several pieces of carnival, press and pattern,
depression, cookie jars, pitchers, platter and small
pieces, odd creamers and sugars, pickle and other
pieces of clear glass, figurines,Japanese pieces,
china bed chambers, brass and glass candle
holders, brass, cast iron and chalk penny banks,( all
animals) kraut and sausage cutters, toys and pieces
of the coon jigger, walking canes, large old marbles, rare bottles, wire spectacles, preserve stands,
compotes, oil, globe and aladdin lamps, crock buttermilk and other pitchers, Seth Thomas clock, 1 lb.
butter crocks, 2 old gal. sealing wax jars, Ito 5 gal.
jars and churns, fine 10 gal. jars, cedar, churn,
water bucket and cookie bucket, ice tongs, grocery
and hand scales, quilts and tops, old phonograph &
records, cylinder records, large and small milk
cans, 10 gal. out door fish or chicken fryer, hardware buggy whip rack, wagon whip, deer antlers,
cow & dinner bells, Gypsy and other wash kettles,
tea, dinner and other iron ovens, skillets, cast iron
bath tub and cast iron basins, lanterns, double
buggy pole complete, hames and brass knobs.
Shop tools, anvil, blower, hand force drill, horse
shoeing tools, platform scales, 6 large porch posts,
2000 hard brick, possibly a two wheel horse trailer,
and any amount of tools, some new roofing, woven
and barb wire stretchers, some wire and junk, all
kinds.
Some good running watches, go;'hunting case
Elgin, heavy silver with elk on ba6 , a crank wind
hunting case, one of the oldest (not found at
present) and other watches,also 2single barrel shot
guns and a practically new 12 guage shot gun
(autom.). Also a new wrought iron and leather
chandelier.

HOTPOINT APPLIANCES
Peck's Upholstery
609 So. 4th
ROBERTS REALTY HAS
SOMEEXCEPTIONALLY
GOOD BUYS LET US
SHARE THEM
WITH YOU.
LOCATED ON SHERRIE LANE, we have a 3
bedroom brick with beautiful kitchen with range,
dishwasher, disposal, fireplace, extra nice carpet,
centralheat and air, garage, 2 baths, price has been
reduced $3500.

BY OW
insula
brick,
Dininp
Centri
applii
washt
$26,50(
753-061

COLDI
new,
house.
car I
patio,
room,
heat,
dish
traord
apprec

ONE OF THE VERY NICEST HOMES IN
MURRAY. located in Canterbury Estate, has 9
rooms,3 baths, has 2 car garage, large rec. room,5
bedrooms, central heat and air, carpet, formal
dining room, if interested in something nice look
this one over.
WE HAVE A 4 BEDROOM HOUSE only 1 year old,
/
2 acre shady lot, has 3 baths, central
located on a 11
heat and air, fireplace, 3 car garage. Owner has out
of state work and must move. Will trade for smaller
house or land.
LOCATED ON Sunny Lane we have a 3 bedroom
brick with new carpet fenced yard posession u-ith
deedl
LOCATED ON Kirwood is this very nice 3 bedroom
brick with 2 baths, carpeted, and vacant less than
$30,000.
LOCATED AT 812 Bagwell large 3 bedroom brick
with extra large closets, lots of cabinets, carpet,
range, dishwasher,2 car garage. Vacant.
WE HAVE 2, 3 bedroom bricks located in Grove
Heights Sub. One has lot 300 by 200 both are nice
homes in a nice restricted sub.
JUST LISTED at 908 Sycamore a 8 room house on
extra large lot this house has gas heat, wall to wall
carpet, is vacant and priced at only $14,250.
LOCATED ON N. 7th Street we have a 3 bedroom
brick and stucco house with 11
/
2 baths, basement.
Has transferable loan $22,500.
LOCATED AT 1705 Calloway is one of the neatest 3
bedroom bricksin town for leaathan $25,000.
----WE HAVE AN EXTRA nice 2 bedroom brick
located at 807 N. 17th St. owner is leaving town and
will sell house and furniture for only $20,000.
A 2 BEDROOM brick on Hazel Highway with full
basement and App. 1 acre lot, Po-session with deed
$23,000.
LARGE SHADY LOT with 2 bedroom house only 2
year old, beautiful cabinets and lots of them, owner
will finance with 20% down $19,000.
LOCATED AT 1700 Dodson is a good 3 bedroom
brick with carport and priced at $24,000.
JUST LISTED 5 room house at Hazel has over 300 ft.
of Highway front. Needs some work but priced at
only $9,750.
LOCATED 2 miles south of Locust Grove Church.
we have 131
/
2 acres with over 1200 ft. of Highway
front and a 5 room house with aluminum siding, carpet in Lr. Brs. air conditioned $29,500.
LOCATED ON COLES CAMP GROUND RD. on a 1
acre lot we have a 3 bedroom brick with extra nice
den, fireplace, carpet kitchen, dining room a large
house with many nice features $38,000..
LOCATED AT 218 South llth Street we have a 4
bedroom frame house is good condition, listed at
only $16,500.
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5 ACRES Located on Whiskey Ridge Rd. for only
$3500.
JUST LISTED A large lot in sight of Ky. Lake Has
Water, Septic Tank, House has burned many good
block all for only $1500.
JUST LISTED 674
:acres of land app. 40 acres crop
land near Blood River at $25,000.

WE ARE SELLING PROPERTY AT ROBERTS
REALTY, LOCATED AT SOUTH 12th
STREET AT SYCAMORE, WE HAVE THE
PERSONAL, EXPERIENCE AND KNOW
HOW TO GIVE YOU THE VERY BEST PERSONAL SERVICE IN TOWN, LIST YOUR
'PROPERTY WITH US YOU WILL BE
PROUD YOU DID.
Hoyt Roberts - 753-3924 lean Bennett - 753-2590
Ray Roberts - 753-5583 Edna Knight - 753-4910
Lela Parker - 753-6086 Anna Requarth - 753-2477
T. C. Collie - 753-5122

Al friends ma oectilla levers ere madly liereiteif to be with is.
Fes end *inks, net respeesible for accid•ois. Meaty of parking

Douglas Shoemaker
Phone 753-3375
Murray; Kentucky

6 Ho

412 Soioth 12th St.

Mine 753-1651
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4b Homes For Sale

46. Homes For Sale

47

Motorcycles

BY OWNER,spacious well BY OWNER, beautiful
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
insulated 3 bedroom
country home,3 bedroom,
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
brick, on large shady lot. 2 baths, approximately 3
m.
Dining room and den.
miles from city. ApCentral heat and air. All
pointment only. Call 753appliances
1973 350 HONDA. Like new.
including
8182.
washer
and
dryer.
$725. Call 753-2958.
$26,500. 401 N. 10th St. Call
BY OWNER: 1405 Henry, 5 1973 HONDA, road and
753-0690.
room brick, attached
trail bike, 500 miles,
COLDWATER, 1 year, garage, wall to wall
$650.00. Call 436-2262.
carpet, located in nice
new, large 3 bedroom
neighborhood. $17,500. 1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage, Call collect 1-726-9848.
excellent running conpatio, separate laundry
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436SALE-Frame
room, central air and FOR
5370.
House, work shop and 5
heat, built-in range and
acres of land 3 miles west
dishwasher. Exof Midway. Call 492-8729 1971 YAMAHA Endura,
traordinary. Must see to
after 5 p. m. or 762-2154. 360, must sell. Call 753appreciate. Call 489-2493.
8057.

0)0
00

Recycled Denim
10 Pair
Waist Size 32-38

Call 753-0889
After 5:00
No Calls On Tuesday

Saturday
BreakfastSpecial
2 Eggs
Bacon, Sausage or Ham
Biscuits and Gravy or Toast

$1.09
Open 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.

University Inn
16th Street

•j.1

,.
...a
Niro* enew

tro

S
r
"AMERICAN 60-60 DANCER' DEGREE5
C:0 F 'THE PORT SOW."

49. Used Cars & Trucks

49 Used Cars & Trucks

1957 CHEVROLET, 4 door,
6 cylinder, and 1964
Oldsmobile. Call 753-4106.

TUTORING CHILDREN
with special learning
needs. Grades 1-7. Fee
negotiable. Call 753-8761

WILL DO babysitting in
my home. References
available. Call 753-8432.

LICENSED ELECTTRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.

SPECIAL FOR Autos,
Windshield leaks sealed,
adjust door glasses and
repair wind noises. Kent
Wright Glass Co., 319
North 4th Street. Murray.
753-0980 or 753-0176.

Ken Mosher Deceased, August 30,
Anyone knowing of Ken's outstanding
bills, assets or personal property please
contact Mr. Baley Mosher, adminstrator
of the Estate through Ken Mosher,
University Station, Box 3166, Murray
Kentucky or Raley Mosher, 537 Orchard
Lane, Eureka, Mo.63025:'

CLEANING,
CARPET
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

Oftwomowtokswoommowl

EXPERIENCED Electrician. 30 years dependable
service,
homewiring, remodeling
repairs, service changes,
grain bins & dairy barns.
All work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.

YARD WORK, tree cutting
done. Call 753-2732.

The sale is open to everyone,for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days
v No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads will
remain in effect.
No days
Total
No days
Free
Days Run
paid
1
4
3
2
8.
6
3
, 12
9
NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING. Sell
those white elephants you have laying around, rent that apartment,
trailer or house, sell that home or car. Take advantage of this chance
to reduce the money you spend on advertising dring Oct Call now
and arrange for your ad to start on Oct. 1st.

M&B CONSTRUCTION
CO.,. landscaping,
backhoe work, general
hauling, bush hogging,
plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
'ONTACT
SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, beekhoe work,
or trucking.needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
FIREWOOD BY truckload.
it ton, on Pottertown
Road. $10.00, you pick up
Call 753-9618.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
PAINTING AND general
handywork
done,
reasonable prices. Call
753-2732.
LIGHT
HAULING.
Livestock hauling and
small: appliances. Call
436-5844 or 436-5472.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.

MURRAY SHRINE CLUB
DANCE
At Murray Country Club

CLASSIFIED AD
FALL CLEARANCESALE

TO HELP YOU CLEAR OUT YOUR HOME OR
BUSINESS FOR FALL, THE CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
OF THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES IS HAVING A
SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.

NOTICE

54. Free Column

8 WEEK OLD female
1975 GRAND PRIX. Silver, 1972 DATSUN 240. Z. Call
kitten. Gray. Sweet and
ROY HARMON'S Car753-5342.
or
753-4357
low mileage, all power.
gentle.
Call 753-3535 after
penter
Shop
( old ice
Call 753-7136.
4:30 p.m.
plant),
complete
1972 METALLIC gold
CHEVROLET
1968
remodeling and repairs,
Grand Prix. Excellent 1974 FORD, 4 wheel drive,
MALIBU. Power steering
cabinets, paneling, doors, FREE - 7 week old male
door,
condition.
2
19,000 miles, Call Bucks
and air. $800.00. Call 753kitten. White with black
formica work, finish
powersteering.
Body Shop. Call 753-5141 4038.
markings. Cute and
carpentry, contracting.
Reasonable price. Call
from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. •
frisky.
Call 7534827 after
Phone
753-4124
or
753-0790
753-1442 or 753-8278.
IMO DODGE 1 ton pick-up,
5:00 p.m.
nights.
1937 CHEVROLET Coupe.
large mirrors, turn
Original, good condition.
signals. Also back-up
one
MUSTANG,
1967
Call 753-34%.
lights, excellent conATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM WATERFRONT COT- ttIrrie --$140P1 Excellent:dition. BOY ni4L4nkittCg-,-:
XGE7Tocaferf1ePhie Billff Shores'Sitbdiviiion.
condition, 6 cylinder,
License and sticker.
Spacious bi-leveT floor plan consists of 2 full baths,
automatic, air. Call 753Also, 23 G.E. T.V. table
extra large kitchen with built-in dishwasher and an
8611 or 753-9537.
model with U.H.F. Call
For Sale
unusually large amount of kitchen cabinets, dining436-5392.
family room overlooking Kentucky Lake, large
1971 Cadillac
1964 CHEVROLET, 327
utility room with washer and dryer included.
automatic reduced. Call
4 door Sedan DeVille,
1955 CHEVROLET, 2 door
Screened-in porch on the upper level and a concrete
753-0651 or 753-9924.
local car, 10,000 miles,
stationwagon, $500. Odd
porch on the lower level. Immediate possession.
extra clean, all power
or unusual. Call 753-4641
1966 FORD Galaxie, new
Call Maurice Ryan 753.and after 5p. m., call 7532-BEDROOM FRAME HOME, just outside of
tires, good condition, $500.
5924 or 753-1611
3724.
Murray City limits, with enough land for a good
Call after 12 noon, 753clean-up shop. House has well water I city water
3629..
50 Campers
-a
available, one bath, living room, 2 bedrooms and
kitchen with dining area. Owner will sell all or
1965 FORD, 6 cylinder 1974 COUGAR XR-7. 19,000
divide to suit buyer. Financing available, if desired.
22 FT. FULLY SELFstraight shift, very good
miles, $4,250. Call 753contained travel trailer
condition, good gas 8066.
LARGE STORE BUILDING with garage, plus two
1972 model. Sacrifice
mileage. Call 436-2562.
additional detached garage buildings. 9 rooms and
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
bath living quarters above the store building.
1955 CHEVY BUS camper,
South 16th Street Call 7531970 FORD, F-100, 1968 sleeps six, fully self
Located
on approximately one acre of land in the
3855.
Ford Galaxie 500. Call contained. 260-6 cylinder.
center of Kirksey. Must see to appreciate this fine
753-1777.
value.
Call 753-5827.
CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales,
Coachman,'Trail Star,
IMMACULATE 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME with
Fold down, unique, Good
aluminum siding, located on a 125' x 135' corner lot
used trailers, mile east
at Cherry Corner. Has good well water, fireplace
of 68 and 641 intersection.
with simulated electric logs, wall to wall carpeting,
attic storage,fruit trees, nicely landscaped lot.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.
65 ACRES, 15 to 20 acres tendable, with an old
frame house. Located approximately 15 miles
51 Services Offered
Southeast of Mw-ray, just north of the Ky.-Tn. state
line. Full price only $13,500.
HAULING AND yard work
done. Call 753-2732.
DESIRABLE 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 2210
Gatesborough Circle. Has a foyer,family room with
fireplace, living room with a dining ell, kitchen with
ALUMINUM SERVICE
additional dining space, 2 full ceramic baths, sun
COMPANY siding by
by
porch with louvred windows, patio with a natural
Alcoa. Awnings
gas grill, two-car garage.
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
NEARLY COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK
payment. Free estimates.
HOME
in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2 miles
492Bailey,
FA
Will
Call
Southeast of Murray, on Ky. 121. Has wall to wall
8897, Bobby Lawrence
carpeting, central heat and air, 1½ baths, one-car
492-8879.
garage,city water.

1910
3-2477

.1651

51 Services Offered

CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions, any type of home
improvements. Free
estimates. 436-5840.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

FOR SALE

51 Services Offered

55 WOODED ACRES, located approximately 10
miles South of Murray, in Henry County, Tn. Priced
at only $125 per acre.
JUST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME
in Fairview Acres Subdivision, 3 miles southeast of
Murray City limits, on Ky. 121. Has a living room,
kitchen-family room combination, utility room, 1442
baths, one car garage, kitchen-built-ins. Immediate
occupancy.
2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME, located on a one
acre tract on Independence Methodist Church
Road, one mile East of Almo. Has a deep well, wall
to wall carpeting, 2 baths. Owner MUST SELL!!!
No reasonable offer refused.
INCOME PROPERTY.. Consisting of a 2-bedroom
frame home, recently remodeled throughout, and
two rental apartments in a garage building at the
rear of the property. Located at 603 Vine Street,
near downtown Murray.
NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on Ky. 121, 3
miles Southeast of Murray. Situated on a 105' x 500'
lot that has well water with city water available.
/
2 baths,
,Ilas a living room, kitchen-family room, 11
utility room, attached garage. Available immediately.
ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL HOME
overlooking Cypress Bay, at Shamrock Resort. Has
wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, 2
ceramic baths, two redwood decks, fireplace in the
living room,-inajor appliances in the kitchen included in the purchase price. Owner has moved out
ofstate.

Saturday Sept. 27, 1975
9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a. m.
All Shriners, invited guests and Country Club members. Music by Sherrill Wyatt and his band
Aisaission $10.00 per couple

ANONONANOW101111010110110104110
2-BEDROOM BRICK (Basement type) HOME on a
20 aeratract of land,. just West of US-641, at Alrno
Heights. Has central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, extra large ceramic bath, spring-fed creek,
stock barn,smokehouse with two carports,fenced
19 ACRE FARM, with a fair 2-bedroom frame
house, barn, chickenhouse, garage, crib and a
clean-up shop. Located 3 miles North of Murray on
US-641. Has city water and natural gill lines
through the protierty. Good business location, near
the Murray Industrial Park area.
6 ACRE COMMERCIAL TYPE TRACT, located
just North of Murray City limits,on US-641. Suitable
for many types of businesses.
3 ACRE COMMERCIALLY ZONED TRACT,inside
the Murray City limits, at the intersection of North
16th Street and Ky. 121-By-Pass. All city utilities
available.
30 ACRE FARM,located 4 miles West of Murray,in
the Stella Community. Has woven wire fencing, 5
acres of marketable pine timber,4-stall stock barn,
20' x 92' machinery shed, tobacco barn, recently reworked 2-bedroom and bath frame house. Approximately 24 acres open land with 21 acres tendal be. Owner is in poor health.
225' DEEP MOBILE HOME LOT, located on Pottertown Road, near the new Elementary School.
Has city water, septic tank and field lines already
installed. Priced at only $2,500.
vir
10' x 40' ONE BEDROOM MOBILE HOME,already
set up on a 200' deep wooded lot in Keniana Subdivision. Completely furnished, yet only $4,500.
18 ADJOINING LAKE AREA LOTS in Center Ridge
Subdivision. Nice building sites in the wooded areas
and the open areas. Owner will sell all or a few.
12' WIDE 3-BEDROOM MOBILE HOME, situated
on 3 lake area lots in Pine Bluff Shores. Furnished
and ready for occupancy.
50 ACRE FARM, with approximately 25-30 acre(
tendable. Located VI miles Southeast of Murray,
just West of New Providence. Has approximately
1,000 ft. frontage on the blacktop road
5 MOBILE HOME LOTS, located on US-641, approximately 5 miles South of Murray. Lots are approximately 350-375 feet deep. Owner will finance, if
desired.
67 ACRE, GOOD PRODUCING LAND, located approximately 13 miles Southwest of Murray. in
Henry County, Tn. Has a practically new tobacco
barn,large stock pond.
190 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located approximately
15 miles Southeast of Murray, near Mt. Carmel
Church. Has approximately '2 mile of road frontage, storage building, 3-bedroom practically new
mobile home.
375 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located 13 miles
Southeast of Murray, in the New Concord .Cothmunity. Has approximately 150 acres tendable land
with 125 acres of this in Blood River Bottom. Long
road frontage,2 commercially producing sand pits.
4-APARTMENT UNITS,located at 710 Poplar, near
downtown Murray. Excellent income producers.
Consists of two units in a large frame house and two
additional units in a garage type apartment
building.
23 UNIT, AAA RATED, MOTEL. Located at
Aurora, near the new Music Hall. Has two large
swimming pools, picnic facilities. etc. Has been well
maintained and is in outstanding condition. Owner
has other business interests and is ready to sell.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List WithiUs!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Phone 753-7333

408 South 4th Street
Home Phones:

HELP US TO HELP YOU
ATA SAVINGS TO YOURSELF

GUT- TERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates

Fulton E. Young-753-4946)

Ishmael Stinson - 753-3744

and Tennessee
Likiesed
•
. In Kentucky
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1 Deaths and Funerals I

Ford Reluctant To Stop His Handshaking Activities On Trips

WASHINGTON(AP) — President Ford is reluctant to avoid
handshaking in crowds because
he says he gets good advice
from face-to-face meetings with
the American people.
Since narrowly escaping a
second assassination attempt in
Mrs. Ellen M. Norsworthy, San Francisco on Monday,
formerly of Calloway County, Ford has been deluged with addied Wednesday at eight a. m.
at the Medco Convalescent
Center, Paducah. She was 94
years of age.
The deceased, the wife of the
late John L.(Cap) Norsworthy,
was a member of St. Mark
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
United Methodist Church, Last weekend, Sara Jane
Paducah, and a life time Moore gave authorities informember of the United mation about a private gun colMethodist Women. Born July lector and possible firearms
16, 1881, in Calloway County, law violations.
she was the daughter of the late
On Monday, she bought a .38Jackson Gordon and Mary Jane
caliber revolver from the same
Neal Gordon.
collector and fired it a short
Mrs. Norsworthy is survived time later at President Ford in
by three daughters, Mrs. Julie an assassination attempt that
Brtunlow, Paducah Route Ten, failed when a bystander hit her
Mrs. Pauline Ervin, Reidland, arm as she took aim.
and Mrs. Marvee Medeiros,
In an interview with the Los
West Warwick, R. I.; twelve Angeles Times, Mrs. Moore
grandchildren; nine great said her attempt on Ford's life
grandchildren.
was the result of personal rage
Funeral serivces will be held and frustration.
Friday at one p. m. at the
She said she acted alone and
chapel of the Linn Funeral that the as.caksination attempt
Home, Benton, with Rev. Rick was "a kind of ultimate protest
Kirchoff officiating. Burial will against the system."
be in the Brooks Chapel
But in her first interview
Cemetery, east of Dexter in since her arrest, Mrs. Moore
Calloway County.
also said, "I'm glad he didn't
Friends may call at the die. I did want to be prevented.
funeral home.
I don't like to kill people."
She told the Los Angeles
1111101114W.
Times that she acted alone and
61.4 ifiliy.kt was
ctstven..by personal-rage
and frustration.
Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
Law enforcement sources told
ED'?, today, furnished to the Ledger &
The Associated Press that Mrs.
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Moore volunteered information
about Mark Fernwood of DanU.S. Moines
4% -41
ville, Calif., who admits selling
Kaufman & Broad
6% -44
her the .38 Monday and a .44Ponderosa Systems
9% -%
Kimberly Clark
29% +%
caliber revolver two weeks ago.
Union Carbide
&Ph -1
A federal source said Mrs.
W. R. Grace
254k tine
Texaco
2344 -44
Moore, a onetime FBI inforGeneral Elec
44% +44
mant, gave police information
GAF Corp
10 +%
Georgia Pacific
41% -44
about possible weapons violaPfizer
25% Ali
tions, prompting them to conJim Walters .
32% -1%
Kirsch
12% Inc
tact the Bureau of Alcohol, ToDisney
46% -44
bacco and Firearms, which enFranklin Mint
26% +%
forces federal gun control laws.
The source declined to elaboPrices of stocks of local interest at noon
rate on the information but said
today furnished to the Ledger & nines by
follows:
I. M.Simon Co. are as
ATF agents subsequently met
with her for more than an hour
11%-4k
Airco
1% one
Amer. Motors
and were "interested" enough
19%
-44
Aahland Oil
to initiate an investigation.
SIM
AT&T
23% -44
Boise Cascade
Federal law enforcement
36'4 unc
Ford
sources here and in Washington
50% +44
Gen Motors
15% one
Gen. lire
said the 45-year-old mother
15% WIC
Goodrich
with radical connections had
21% unc
Gulf Oil
Pennwatt
-.... .24% +%

Mrs. McCuiston Is Mrs. Norsworthy,
Dead At Age 84;
Former Countian,
Funeral Friday
Dies Wednesday
Mrs. Johnnie Hendon McCuiston of Murray Route Five
died Wednesday at 9:30 a. in. at
the home of a daughter, Mrs.
Kenneth Clark. She was 84
years of age.
The deceased was the wife of
Robert N. McCuiston who died
June 11, 1974. She was a
member of the New Concord
Church of Christ. Born August
6, 1891, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
John Hendon and Fannie
Lawson Hendon.
Mrs. McCiliSton is survived
by tiVo daughters, Mrs. Kenneth
(Norma Dale) Clark, Murray
Route Five, and Mrs. Isaac
(Myrl Faye) Dowdy, St. Louis,
Mo.; one son, ,Joe Parker
McCuiston, Murray Route
Three; eight grandchildren;
one great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry
Hargis and Bro. Ralph Wilson
officiating.
Interment will be in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral Some.

Final Rites Held
For Macon Wrye
Final rites.for laconWqe.oL
Hiiid-were
held Wednesday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Rev. Lawson Williamson officiating and Mrs. Olivene
Erwin playing the organ.
'Pallbearers were Pat Wrye,
Darryl Johnson, Gene Darnell,
Bud Rust, Jackie Byerly, and
Dick Gibbs, all nephews. Burial
was in the Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Wrye, age 69, died
Monday at his home. He is
survived by one son, Gene
Wrye, one sister, Mrs. James
Kuykenciall, one brother, Alfred
Wrye, two grandchildren, and
one great grandson.

Services For Golan
Hays Held Today
The funeral for Golan C. Hays
of 1300 Poplar Street is being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. David
Roos officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Henry Fulton, Norman Hale,
Preston Holland, Kenneth
Keller, Rupert Parks, and
Thomas Redden. Burial will be
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Cemetery.
Mr. Hays, age 64, died
Tuesday morning at his home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Marjorie Hays, daughter, Miss
Mary Collier Hays, two sisters,
- Mrs. Charles Hoskins and Mrs.
Bob Miller, and one brother,
Caswell Hays.

joys his brief meetings with the
public and has no plans to quit
traveling.
The Secret Service has been
reassessing its methods of protecting the President, and
Press Secrtary Ron Nessen
said some changes already
have been made. However,
Nessen said the White House

Sara Jane Moore Gives Authorities
Information On Possible Violations

17% 4-44
33 -%
11% +%
5% MC'
12% +44
22% +44

Quaker Oats
Republic SteeL
Sanger
Tappan
West Unkm
Zenith

Rummage Sale To Be
Friday & Saturday
A rummage sale will be held
at the Dexter Community
Center on Friday and Saturday,
September 26 and 27, from nine
a. m. to three p. m.
All types of items will be on
sale, according to members of
the Dexter Homemakers Club
who are sponsoring the sale.

—Correction —

Door Mirrors... $699

Uncle Jeff's
641 South

-gv

440,

tion of President Ford as he
left San Francisco's St. Francis
Hotel. Her gun was deflected
and Ford was not hurt. Police
say that during the preceding
48 hours she apparently tried to
reveal her intentions.
Police inspector Jack O'Shea
said he talked to her by telephone on Saturday. He said "a
red light went off in my head"
when she mentioned going to
Stanford University to "test the
system."

Gospel Singing At
Locust Grove Church
A gospel singing will be held
at the Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene at Kirksey on
Saturday, September 27, at 7:30
p.m.
The featured group will be the
Century Singers of Marshall
County.
The public is invited to attend,
a church spokesman said.

assassin fired a shot at him.
Ford was not injured.
Nessen said Ford had reviewed films of the San Francisco incident and had noticed
that the door of his limousine
was not open to allow him to
get inside quickly as he left the
hotel.
Despite the advice of those
who want Ford to stay at
home, Nessen said the President has no intention of doing
so and that Ford feels the need
to get away from "the sterile
atmosphere of the White
House."
Nessen also said Ford feels a
need to speak face-to-face with
the American public, to get a
feel for the ideas of the man in
the street.
Ford said last week he finds
that people in crowds "make
specific recommendations or
comments. It is rather amazing
and very encouraging."
Nessen said, for instance,
that a number of people had
told Ford "to tell Mrs. Ford

they agree With her comments
( on premarital sex and abortion) and to keep speaking
out."
Mrs. Ford said Wednesday
that she had advised Ford to be
cautious, although she did not
suggest that he avoid traveling.
"Keep going, but stay away
from the people," Mrs. Ford
said she told her husband.
Senate Minority Leader Hugh
Scott met with Ford on
Wednesday and said he suggested to the President that he
consider what he can do to reduce the hazards of traveling.
But Scott said he found that
Ford had "a pretty full schedule for October" as well as
plans for November.
Nessen said Ford still plans
to travel to Chicago on Tuesday.
Pressed to explain why Ford
risks exposure by plunging into
crowds, Nessen said the President uses that tactic to ginerate support for his position in
Congress.

The new RCA XL-100s are here — just in time for RCA
week. Don't miss this once-a-year chance to see what's
new in color TV — and take advantage of RCA WEEK
specials and featured models. Buy noyt.
No monthly payment till February,
on approved credit.(There is
a finance charge for the
deferred period.)

.100% solid state chassis for
realiability.
'Great picture performance— handsome styling.
.RCA's Super AccuColor black
matrix picture tube.
.Automatic Fine Tuning convenience.

-4

RCA Model GU680
25" diagonal screen

New RCA XL-100 25" diagonal console!
•

Specially priced

01.•
trig

What color TV do more
of these TV experts own?
TV service ischnicisins

RSA

TV chief engineers

ROA

TV directors

RCA

TV producers

ROA

TV senior csinersinen

RCJI

TV scidors

RCA

$598w
MYR

Results of national samples available on request

New portable!

$

hi

A sec
was al
Board
accord
The
penditi
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year.
increa
cent,
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The reliability of RCA's XL-100, 100%
solid state chassis, phis the superb
color of RCA's AccuLine black matrix
picture tube system.

VI

$39r

RCA Model ET353
15" diagonal screen

New Table Model!

Rea
RCA Model FU445
19" diagonal screen

Shirley's
Florist & G
Center

.100% solid state for reliability.
.Big enough for family viewing.
.RCA's Super AccuColor black matrix picture tube.
.Automatic Fine Tuning convenience.

Only
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rden

If it isn't RCA,
It isn't XL-100.

$461r

Buy now for savings.
That's what RCA Week is all about!

753-3251
S
Don't Wait! Order Those Special Mums Today.
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Save on this specially
priced RCA XL 100!

Club At Calloway
Slave Day will be held
Saturday, September 27, from
8:30 a.m. to five p.m. by the
Calloway County High School
Beta Club.
Persons having any odd jobs
they want to have done, are
asked to please call 7534479 or
753-8141 during these hours.
The money derived from this
work will go towards the club's
service projects for this year,
according to I,ihda Avery,
president of the club.

-a

Buy any XL-100now.
No monthly payment till February!

Saturday By Beta

• LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.5
down 0.7. Below dam 303.5 up
1.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9
down 0.2. Below •dam 316.5 up
10.9. Sunset 6:51. Sunrise 6:47.
Moon rises 10:09 p.m., sets
Thursday 11:31 a.m.

up

not previously supplied information to ATF and was never
paid anything. The source said
she was not operating as an informant when she purchased
the weapons.
The FBI says she operated as
a paid agent for the FBI between June 1974 and June 1975,
when she publicly announced
the arrangement in an underground newspaper interview.
Mrs. Moore was arrested
after firing a shot in the direc-

would not make any public announcements on the changes.
Nessen also disclosed that
Ford had been advised by security men on Monday to avoid
mingling with a crowd of some
3,000 persons who lined the
sidewalks as the President left
San Francisco's St. Francis Hotel.
The President took that advice and was moving toward
his waiting limousine from the
hotel entrance when a would-be

Slave Day Planned

All

$‘.

vice suggesting that he curtail
his travels and avoid mingling
with crowds.
Ford's wife Betty has also
suggested to her husband that
he be more cautious, although
she did not suggest that he quit
traveling.
But ford's spokesman said
Wednesday the President en-

Ward Elkins

S.

Phone 753-1713

